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Knights get ·
first home win

CD burning

f .T ·

Michael throws
vjctory in his first
start

Electronics stores
offer students
alternative to
pirated music
-SEE LIFESlYlfS, ll.

-SEE SPORTS. 14

.THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968
IAST JN.ASERIES , ·-

·Candidates have
· ·sitllilar.:views.on
..·divisive ·iSsues··
With the presidential, election running today '
through Feb~ 19, candidates offer views on

protecting UCF's gay community, the plus-

•

minus grading system and solutW!lsfar
easing the uniwrsity's growingpains.
CARY GRAYSON
STAFF WRITER

•

One of the most divisive issues at
UCF this semester bas been the question
of whether t.o add sexual orientation as a
protectOO class t.o the campus antkliscrimination policy. Similar changes have
. been made in the city of Orlando, as vveD
as in stat.es and cities across the nation,
but not in Florida or at UCE
All but one of the five mndidate
· slat.es in this week's Student Governm~t
Association presidential election are
~t.o makethe~now.

Pavan Talakala and Constanoo
Katsafanas support adding sexual orien-

t.ation prot.ection t.o the poli~ and believe
that oommuni<filion with the administration t.o oonveythe students' stanoo on :the
issue is key t.o changing the policy.
'1\ Golden Knight is a Golden
Knight," Katsaf3nas said ''Ifyou go t.o this
schooL it'~.our job t.o make sure that
you're includOO, that you're treatOO fairly,
' and that you get a cbanoo t.o be who you
are without oomingunder fire." .
Brian Battles and Joe MaclRilan
want t.o find out how the students feel
before they decide what the-appropriate
step is, and do not support taking a stand
until then.
PLEASE SEE

\

Candidate
debate draws
50 students
..

I

JASON IRSAY
SfAFFWRITER

Addressing students in their first
and only public forum, the five candi- _
date slates seeking t.o run the Student
Government Association on Thursday
debated issues of funding, SGA~i
bility and the need for more equitable
distribution of students' money from
activity and servioo fees.
Starting ne,arly an hour late, the
forum, attended by ne,arly 50 students
and moderated by DJs from 102 Jamz, .
allowed each ticket t.o state its platform.
· The DJs then asked questions to the
candidates. Students submitted questions before the forum began.
Jeff Streep, speaking.first, thlked
about the goals of his "Students First"
ffiillpajgn. He proposed an open mar-

Most oN 6

PLEASE SEE

Forum ON 3

BllN BAIRD I CFF

Students gathered in Tallahassee on Feb. 13 to argue for the importance of saving the Bright Futures scholarship program.

Lawmakers consider
eliminating, altering
·Bright Futures grant
BEN BAIRD
•

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Most SGA candidates expressed their support for adding sexual orientation to UCF's anti-discrimination
policy, an issue the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student Union has been fighting for since last year.
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rw .

STAFF WRITER

From Miami to Pensacola, colle~ students
.across the state rose before dawn on Thursday
to travel to Tallahassee and rally to save the
state's Bright Futures scholarship program. .
Carrying signs and, wearing screen-printed
T-shirts bearing the message "Keep our Futures
Bright," they arrived to challenge politicians who
are considering slashlng the state-funded program in an effort to reduce the state's budget.
'
With a oontingent of only eight students,
UCF was under-represented in the protest
group. that numbered about 500 people. But

'"';, .

. £

Why the left hates America

Conservative author Daniel Flynn denounces leftists
and liberalism during his book tour at UCF.
-NEWS,4

High-octane fiX
Students confess their addiction to NASCAR racing as
Daytona 500 brings Speedweeks to a close.
- LIFESTYLES, 19

those who did show up included both SGA officials and Bright Futures Scholarship recipients
from UCF, who hoped to convince state lawmakers to preserve the fi.ve-ye,ar-old, merit-based
scholarship program that enables so many. to · attend stat,e colle~s at an affordable price.
'!Being a recipient .of the Bright Futures
Scholarship, I feel I needed to show my support;
.and'. be up here," said ·UCF student Nicholas
Seidule.
UCF &tudent Body President Marco Pella,
who has made preserving Bright Futures a top
issue, also attended the rally to carry boxes of
petitions - . more than 25,000 student signatures - to Gov. Jeb Bush's office.
'We're going to .let the state know about the
impqrtance of Bright Futures and .why we
believe it's iIµportant for the economic and educational future of the state," Peiia said
"I think that this is the most support that
students have demonstrated in a long time," he
PLEASE SEE
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UCF FACT
SGA s;idential elections
will in today and run · ·
throug Wednesday.
.
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New Beetle-G

lease for $219 ~r month +
· month~ fox for 48 m~nths·
* leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes

~

1st paymen~ 0 sec. deposit, tags, tit~e and license.
Jee sales person for detmls.

*leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes
1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license.
Se~ salesperson for d~ai~. _ _
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Higher education
around the nation

•

Colleges intensify security planning
in wal<e of heightened terrorism afert
Colleges across the oountry, especially those
located in New York City and Washingto;n, are taking
" extra security precautions in response to a warning
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation this week
that campuses are potential "soft targets" for terror"!
ist attacks becalise they are heavily populated and
_lightly guarded.
A few oolleges have added security guards and
purchased additional water and other supplies.
More oommonly, oollege offi,cials say they are oollaborating closelyvvith public law-enforcement officials,
expanding their efforts to disseminate information
about emergency plans, and more vigilantly checkingphoto identifications and bags at large events.
Yet campus officials in both New York and
Washington say that althougti. the "Code ·0ropge"
• security warning has put them on heigbtel!edalert,
they· had already- gone to great efforts to _imp:i;ove
campus safety in response to the attacks ofSept. 11.
Columbia has imposed additional _hurdles·for
• vehicles attempting to enter campus property.
Security guards at campus parking ~ are
checking both the Columbia identification cards and
driver's lioonses of faculty members, and the front
entranoo gate to Columbia, which is normally left
open, has been secured to prevent unauthorired
vehicles from driving onto the campus. students are
also being asked more frequently to show identification at campus lectures and other events.
Syracuse University sent out a mass e-mail
message to all students and faculty and staff members informing them that additional security guards
would be-present at university sporting events, and
urging them not to hesitate to report "~that
you oonsider out of the ordinary."
New York University released a statement to
students on Thursday sayingthat the university had
purchased "a quantity'' of plastic sheeting and duct
tape, and told students to see residence-hall man~rs if theywere interested. University officials also
said they would be providing resident assistants
with portabie radios and flashlights, and that the
catering service would ensure that the university
had "two days of food and water on hand at any
time."
Catholic University of Am~rica, in Washington,
has doubled its reserve supply of water and updated
its campus emergency plan for dealing with 17 different possible soonarios. The university has also
posted additional notioos next to evacuation plans in
all buildings informing people that they should stay
inside the building during an emergency unless they
are explicitly told otheJ.Wise. .
Officials at Saint Vmoont College, in Latrobe,
Penn., urged students to keep emergency supplies in
their rooms, such as bottled water, duct tape and
plastic sheeting, a three-day supply of ready-to-eat
food, and a flashlight and batteries. '
The University of Maryland at College Park also
rtrgoo students to compile a "disaster kit" with materials they would need "to travel somewhere for an
extended period of time." The university has also
increased the number of polioo guards at campus
entrances, but George Cathcart, a unfyersity
spokesman, would not specify how many. :'" ·..

News• 3

Forum. ~elps students
·decide hoW
to
vO.
t
e
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SGA approves $20,000 for hip-hop artist

1

The SGA Senate voted Thursday to spend
$20,000 to bring hip-hop artist KRS-ONE to
UCF t_o perform during Hip-Hop Week. Hosted
by the Ele:rµents, a hip-hop culture club on
campus, the event hopes to raise money for
Orlando's homeless.
KRS-ONE was chosen over other possible
acts like Doug E. Fresh, who would have cost
$10,000 less. While the oonoort will be free to all
UCF students, Elements will ask for donations
at the door and donate that money to the
Ripple Effect, an Orlando-based charity program for the homeless.
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New organization

hopes to help
_·'IgKhight' the yote
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA

make sure to take a strong stand on these

1

STAFF WRITER

issues," Houchins said
ket for textbooks, saying that a textbook ·
Houchins said that he would prevent
Elizabeth Hall - knows this
exchange between students and more oom- wasteful spending and promote more equiweek's
Student
Government
petition in the textbook market would save table funding of student groups because of
Association election is important, but
students money. Streep said he favors a plus- his lack of involvement in campus organizashe does not know why she sbould
only grade scale. If elected, he said he would tions. 'Tm. not a member of any clubs or
care.
add more programs and make the SGA Web organizations," Houchins said "Therefore, I
"It's' a big deal, but I don't really
site more interactive.
_ think I can be perfectly unbiased when fundpay any attention to it," the 18-yearStreep wants to get more students ing organizations."
old freshman said
.involved in SGA. He said th~ ''book" that dicHouchins also proposed limiting the
1\. new organization, IgKnight
tates how SGA.runs needs reworking. ''I pro- number of cars on campus, and he called the
the Vote, plans to change such views.
pose that ~ rewrite the book, tear out the amount of funding for Greek organizations
Originally a project for a public relapages," Streep said "Each student is a p~ unfall: These oomments did not go over well
tions class, IgKnight the Vote, led by
in this·39,000 page book."
with some of the students who attended the
15 students and faculty adviser Frank
- -· Brian Battles followed streep and spoke forum.
· .-.-,· .- - Stansberry, hopes to raise .student
One student, freshman Bryan Weisbrat, · · ·.., voter awareness.
of his exwrienoo in.SGA, which he said has
given him the.knowledge to get things done. 18, disagreed with . 'Ffoucbins's stance ofr .
The organization plans to
''We have the knowledge of howto implement
·
'~<- ~:::.- · _
_>.. - ·it~·~;~ .~'fP~ 1j!$ ~~y proViding enterprograms,n Battles said of himsell and his
. .
·
'.- •. ·;.,, ,: : . . -~~ tainni~nt;~p~ and answers to ~y
' • -t. • " ~ ·~ • · - ·<-·
~
questiotiS students may have outside
running mate, Joe Macl.eilan.
as helpful In ·. · . ·. ·. · _ the Student Union today, the first day
Battles wants to start some programs,
such as a student-run traffic oourt, to handle
-introducing the candidates,
of elections.
• ,
student oomplaints about parking tickets.
, The students involved would like
because I d1dn t know who
to double voter turnout in this e1ecBattles would base the program on one that
the University of South Florida currently has
a lot of them were~
tion. No more than 10 ~roont of the
in place. He also·talked about changing the
student body has voted _m ·any SGA
policy of parking tickets. ''When school is not
election. Tu increase · the turnout,
-LINDSEY EPPLEMAN
in session, tickets will not be given out,"
IgKnight the Vote will try to communiBattles said
cate to students the importanoo of
After the Battles/MacLellan ticket
voting.
spoke, Brian Kirlew talked about the pro- parking. ''I remember one guy talking about
'We are trying to get students
grams that he would implement if elected. 'stop parking,' " Weisbrat said ''I think we
excited about voting and to realize
The programs include improved ~pus need more parking."
that it affects all of us," senior
security, more on-campus jobs and better
Arilahda Jackson, 22, said ''All of us
Although Weisbrat had an idea about
pay for those jobs, a grare period on student which candidate he preferred before the
didn't' realize how much [elected stuloans, no fee increases, and disoounts on the forum, he said he was glad he attended. "I
dent officials] do affect us, mostly
E-Pass for students who take the 408 and 417 learned a lot about the candidates," he said
through the money tb_ey have to distoll roads to oommute to school
perse to student organizations."
Weisb~t, a member of the Delta Upsilon fraKirlew also spoke of the nee<;! to make ternity, said the forum reinforood his decision
Last semester, each student paid
student government more accessible to stu- on whomto vote for.
$8.09 per credit hour to SGA, allotting
dents. 'We want to ere-ate better CQmml.)JliSGA nearly $8.5 million. While a con~· Unlike "Weisbrat, senior Amanda .
siderable portion of the money has _
mtion between ~eµt& ~d SQ1z?'be. ~d Ramos, 19}:did not know whom she wanted
gone to the Wellness Center, much of
Pavan 'ThlakaU{ and his hinning' ~' i6fote for before the forum, but she said the
Constanoo Katsafana.S, focused on improv:. forum helped her decide. "[The forum]
the money is set aside to disperse to
clubs and organizations. After filling
ing relations between the students and stu- . helped me see the different approaches and
out all the forms correctly, a oommitdent government. "Student government the difterent platforms." Ramos said.
tee of senators and the president
should be the official advocate of students," "Holding it in front of the student union was
decide if an organization has given a
not just the distributor of money, Talakala a great place for it."
valid reason for the money requested
Said
Junior Lindsey Eppleman, 20, also
Katsafanas said student government _ praised the forum. ''I thought it was a great
"So if you elect senators who you
think like your organization, you are
has not done enough to get students inter- way to get people's platforms out in the open,
more likely to get money because
ested in student government. 'We want to get because usually when you hold a scheduled
there's someone backing you,"
more students involved, and the best way to time forum, people won't usually oome/'
Jackson said "By electing someone
do that is to have representatiVes present at Eppleman said "I think this was a good way,
who knows [students], who repre- .
all orientation events."
because as people were walking out of class,
sents them, has the oonoorn for their
Tulakala said he would make the leg. they oould hear it."
group, they are probably more likely
islative and executive branches of student ·
Eppleman said the forum informed her
to get more of a say in that committee
guvernment work together. "I definitely want about the candidates. "I think it was helpful ·
meeting."
to [improve oommunicationJ between the in introducing the candidates, J>ecause I didJgKnigbt the Vote wants to show two bodies to solve the students' problems, to ·n't know who a lot of them were," she said
serve the students better," Tulakala said 'Tm "And, you can't just go ~y signs mrthe road"
students the many areas in which
SGA is involved that many may not
goingto see that there is a better relationship She suggBSted that. SGA promote future
between both of us, to bring more and better forums better to increase · student attenknow about. More than clubs, orgruriZations and scholarships, SGA has a
servioos to you."
danoo.
hand in many popular student proKatsafanas talked about improving the
Sophomore Angel 1.-0pez, 20, liked the
accessibility and accountability of SGA. 'We forum but had some oomplaints. "l think it
grams and events, such as Safe Ride
want to take SGA out of the offioos and onto should be held on Wednesdays, if it's possivouchers, oonoorts and Homeooming
events.
·
the campus," she said 'We want student gov- ble, because Wednesdays are when everyernment to be accessible to you, and more one's here," 1.-0pez Said She also oomplained
The financial power of SGA to
disperse students' money drew junior
importantly, accountable to you. The most about the forum's late start.
Aimee Sers, 20, to participate in
pressing issue we have is getting you
She still praised it. 'Tm giad they had it
involved."
IgKnight the Vote, she said
because three of the candidates I never even
''It's important to vote. They are
The final presid~ntial candidate, saw before. I actually got to see who [they
spending your money. You have the
Andrew Houchins, also wants to make SGA were] and put a fare to the name," 1.-0pez
opportunity to say where it goes, and
more accessible. "SGA needs a strong, unbi- said
a lot of people aren't usingtheirvoioo.
ased, accessible leader," Houchins said
Similarly, sophomore 'Thnya Moise, 21,
Houchins criticIBed. current student body said the forum helped her determine who she
You are a part of this schoo~ it's your
president Marco Pefia for abs1:ainfilg from plans to vote for this week "It was good to
voioo and you have the right to say
what should be happening," she
- some important votes, such as President' see other candidates, see what they had to
John Hitt's $93,000 raise, as a member of the say, what theywere offering, what they didn't
PLEASE SEE Group oN 6
Board of Trustees. ''If I was president, f d have to say," Moise said
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VOTE.
OR, DON'T.
An exercise in freedom~
The Future encourages

· Take a moment to

celebrate all the liberties you

out and vote for your next

enjoy in America.

Daniel Flynn signed copies of his book before addressing UCF students on the topic, "Why the Left Hates America,~ on Feb. 12.

Speaker.labels the left
as haters of America
LISA HOTTLE
STAFF WRITER

Just seven hours after protesters flooded the Student Union
opposing the impending war with
Iraq on Wednesday, Daniel J.
Flynn gave a speech in the
Pegasus Ballroom higblighting his
book, ''Why the · Left Hates
America."
Flynn was invited by ROCK
- Rebuilding on a Conservative
Kornerstone - and is touring coll~ campuses to acrentuate what
he believes is a liberal bias among
professors to remark on some of
the anti-war protesters being
'l\nti-American," and defining just
what makes a "leftist."
He said there is a difference
between a "leftist" and Democrats
or liberals. He labeled Noam
Chomsky, the renowned :MIT professor of linguistics, as the figurehead of the leftists and said he
personifies the liberal bias among
college curriculum. Flynn noted
that neither Hilary nor Bill Clinton
are leftists, just "garden-variety
Democrats."
The former U.S. Marine said
that he dries not come to a place
such as UCF looking to sell books
but rather 1'to bring ideas to the
table that are not normally representative at a place like UCE" He
said that bys~ on campuses he brings diversify, to the teachings of professors.
Flynn said diverse views do
not exist on college campuses.
"The kind of diversity you are likely to get on campus is where the
faculty looks like the United
Nations but thinks like a San
Francisco coffeehouse," Flynn
said. "Ifs basically a fraud."
Elynn said campuses are not
diverse and conservatives are
usually excluded. Flynn based his
assertions on the political makeup
of the social science departments
at five universities: University of
Colorado at Boulder, Dartmouth
University, Cornell University;
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and Stanford
University. Flynn said the departments had. 137 Democrats and
only three Republicans.
"I think the Kremlin had
more diversity than that," Flynn
said
Political science assistant
.professor Drew Lanier, who specializes in teaching about liiws
and courts, disagreed with
Flynn's calculations.

"It's problematic to look at
just the social science departments," Lanier said. '"lb take 1520 people and say they represent
the campus is dangerous. It's a
dangerous conclusion he's drawing from limited research."
Flynn believes that leftists
are not willing to admit the great
things America has brought to the
world.
''They acrentuate the negative and totally ignore the positive," Flynn said
Flynn praised the United
State's advancements and contributions to the world including
those in medicine and such
specifics as television, ATM
machines,
computers,
the
Internet, airplanes and video
games. He is most proud of the
tJJ;lited State's self-government.
Another ideal that Flynn said
leftists maintain is their belief that
the flag symbolizes hate. He noted
rallies where flags are burned or
defaced and cited an anonymous
e-mail sent to him from a UCF student that said, "The American flag
stands for violence, oppression
and the rise of Fascism."
Ryan Browne, 21, president
of Free the Planet at UCF, attended the discussion to voice his
opposing view.
'We don't hate America,
we're just on the left," he said "In
America you have the freedom to
choose your side, and it doesn't
make you any less of an American
if you are on the left."
Flynn said he tried to attend
every anti-war protest, including
anti-giobalization rallies, to get
material for his book and noted
that he is not particularly keen on
President Bush's push for war on
Iraq but found he- disagreed with
almost everything the protesters
represented.
· "They are not anti-war rallies, per se, as they are antiAmerican rallies," he said. Flynn
noted UCF's recent rallies where
students held signs such as,
"Bush is the real terrorist," with
little mention of al-Qaeda being a
terrorist organization or Saddam
Hussein being a ''bad guy."
Many students embraced the
philosophy of Flynn as a welcome
change from the teachings of
some UCF professors. Freshman
Jaclyn Botts, 19, a member of
ROCK, said she has been in a
classroom w.here Democrats outnumbered her.
"There we~ like 14 people

agreeing with the professor's liberal views and I was the only one
~ing," she said "I joined
ROCK because I WBnted to be
around other conservatives."
Lanier said he makes a policy of keeping his political views
private from his students.
"My political views are not
relevant," Lanier said.
Flynn defended conservatives who are called xenophobic
by saying that the United State§
takes in more immigrants than
any other country. He said that
between 1820 and 1930 America
took in 60 percent of the world's
immigrants.
''Why is it that this country
gets labeled xenophobic?" he
asked. ''That is just perverse."
He also expanded his argument to include the aid given to
other countries. The United
States gave away $25 billion in
foreign aid to other countries in
2002; since World War II, the
United States has given away
more than $500 billion, according
to Flynn.
"That's $500 billion more
than we've received from other
countries," he said
While UCF prides itself on
being a diverse, multicultural
campus, Flynn said that students
are '~getting a sanitized, Mickey
Mouse version of it," based on the
textbooks used.
"If multiculturalism were
about praising other cultures and
not defacing our own, then I would
be all for it," he said
So why does the left hate
America?
'We should face facts that
leftists are not particularly deep,"
Flynn said. "Leftists say that capitalism is a failed economic system.
America is the largest free market
in the world and also the richest."
But capitalism is not a failure, he said He added that many
leftists believe religion, specifically Christianity, is intolerant.
''This country is run by men
of the Christian faith, and people
of any religion can practice their
faith here without getting killed
like they do in a lot of Muslim
countries," he said.
Heather Smith; president of
UCF ROCK, called the discussion
a success.
"I was pleased to see so
many students with different political philosophies at the event~"
Smith said "It made for a great
debate."

Jess than l 0 percent of"~

SGA president this week.
Vottng"~es f)lace t~y

UCF studentpopulatiotkchose

through Wednesday Feb.19

Disappointingly, last year

DAVID KENNEDY I CFF
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.How will UCF house stu·dents?
Plans in place to build more housing, but
most !tmdpreseroedfor Greek organizations
- LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

With UCF's enrollment
~ected to rise by 10,000 by 2010,
the university has plans to expand
housing, but the new housing will
benefit fraternities and sororities
first.
With 80 percent of on-campus.
housing reserved for freshman,
many students want UCF to focus
on bUiJ.ding more dorms.
UCF responded to the needs
of the campus and set aside a
piece of land on the northwest corner of campus to construct new
housing. However, · preliminary
plans have designated the land for
Greek organizations and other
groups.
Craig Ullom, associate vice
president of Campus Life, said the
Master Plan dictates how UCF will
use the land.
"The Master Plan approves
that part of the campus for construction-of new student housing,"
Ullom said. "It's intended to
extend the current Greek Row."
lillom said the land is the only
adjacent area to the current Greek
.Park. He said plans are in the
early stages, but they are exploring two main options.
In one option, the university
will divide the area into lots and

Rotten roommates
prompt a solitary life

provide land to Greek sororities · Landing and Pegasus Pointe is a
and fraternities, Ullom said. direct action by the university to
However, tlie ·costs -of building provide more housing for students
.SAMANTHA FREDRICKS
houses may prove too much to with services that are similar to
STAFF WRITER
entice groups, he said.
those offered in on-(lalllpus, uni· In the other option, Ullom versity-owned facilities," she said.
When all the lights go out at
UCF has 3,690 beds in onsaid the university will build housnight,
senior Teri Moore, 21,
ing suitable for group living. and carD.pus, university-owned housknows
the
dishes are still in the
lease it to organizations. In this ing and aboufthe same number of
sink
and
everything
is exactly
case, he said, any group could live beds in UCF-affiliated housing, for
where she left it. Moore lives
in the housing. For example, if a total of 7,400 beds. With affiliatalone . and no longer has to
. only 75 percent of the residents · ed housing, UCF is second only to
worry
about fighting with roomwere Greek, any number of other the University of Florida in bed
mates· over who should do the
organizations could move into the counts.
dishes or who ate her last bagel
other 25 percent, he said.
"Due to a lack of state fund-·
The
only roommate she has in
However, he said these are ing, UCF has historically had a
her
one-bedroom
apartment is
just options, and may change with deficit in on-campus housing,"
her German shepherd, Shyan.
time. The outcome depends on Hartzler said. ''Aggressive bor"Besides the random conhow much the university and rowing and building efforts over
versations
I find myself having
groups want to spend, Ullom said. the past 10 years have added close
with
my
dog,
I absolutely love
Currently, only 12 of UCF's 40 to 3,000 on-campus beds."
having my own place," Moore
Greek organizations are housed
Hartzler said the private secsaid
on campus. The Greeks make up tor has catered to many students'
When Moore moved .to
about 10 percent of the population housing needs. "The problem ·has
Orlando two years ago to attend
of UCF students.
been alleviated somewhat, but the
UCF, she signed a·lease with a
Christi Hartzler, director of private sector has.stepped in to fill
student apartment complex and
Holl.sing and Residence life, said in the gap even further," she said.
was
matched up with three
group housing maximizes the "Private apartments offer a variother people in a four-bedroom
amount of students living in a ety of high-quality housing options
space.
for UCF students. Not every stu"It addresses a need for more dent wants to live on.:campus."
Greek housing an_d provides
UCF just added 1,600 beds tant not to overbuild to protect the
another lifestyle option," she said. on-campus. There are vacancies financial integrity of the university
"There are many groups who in the private apartment complex- housing system," Hartzler said.
· Hartzler expressed optimism
want to build who have not been es and some in affiliated housing.
able to.
"Since we have to pay off the that UCF can accommodate the
"The affiliation with Pegasus bonds on our buildings, it is impor- housing needs of its growing pop-

apartment.
"I figured it wouldn't ~
that bad livingwith people since
we all had our own leases and I
would be so busy anyway with
school Plus, I have always gotten along great with others."
Like ·Moore, many college
students sign a lease with the
college apartment complexes
withiii the UCF area and are
matched up with random roommates. Yet anyone who chooses
to live with random roommates
runs the risk of living with people they are not compatible with.
· Moore quickly learned this
as soon as her roommates
decided to turn on her for no
particular reason. They did
everything from reporting her to
the leasing office for eating their
food to calling the cops and
accusing her of taking their
PLEASE SEE

ulation. "I do think there will be
more housing on-campus in the
future," she said. ·~the current
housing stock ages, I am sure that
we will build more up-to-date facilities for our students."
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Most candidates support plus~only system
.

.
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If, aft.er rereivifig feOOback from

the students, they determme that the
students support the addition, Battles
and MacIRTian said that they would
take the issue to the administration
and.the Golden Rule oommittee.
'The first thing is to go back to
the students and find out what they
want, that we're representing them
the way that theywant tis to represent
them," Battles said
Andrew Houchins and Nathan
Mit:cb.ell believe that the policy should
be amended to include sexual orientation. Sinoo UCF President John Hitt
bas said that he does not have the
jurisdiction to make such a change,
Houchins and Mitchell believe that lobbying the Legislature is.the appropriare oourse of action.
'We believethaf discriminationis
wrong, ID. any inst.anre," Mitchell said
Jeff Streep and
ClevengBr
also support the revision; and would .
lobby UCF's administration to make
the change.
"I think all we're doing by adding
that is simply saying that everyone
should be equal and everyone should
be prot.ected," Clevenger said
Said Streep: "SGi\s No. 1 one
gual, always, is to do what's in the best
interest of the student body and to
meet the needs of the student. 'There's ,
obviously a large number of students
for this, so I think that need should be
met."
Brian Khiew, speaking on behalf
of the Kirlew-Ortiz ticket, advocated
revising the policy as welt'
''Every sfudent, irrespective of
their orientation, social affiliation or
national origin, is guaranteed the right
to learn in an environment enoournging toleranoo, acreptanoo and understanding," Kirlew said
Another hot topic at UCF for the
past fe.w years bas been the plusminus grading system. Recently
implemen4rl at UCF, the system is not used by all tmchers. Many of the <;Wdictates feel that this puts students at a
disadvantage and call for oonsistency
in gradfug.
·
Talakala and Katsafanas support keeping the plus-minus system in
plare, but would like to See a mark of
A-plus added Currently; the system
· only includes ''plus" grades for B, C,
and D, although it includes an Aminus.
'ThlakaJa and Katsafanas also
empbasired that the- reason for the ·
current disoontent abOut the system
sprang from past SGA administratioris' lack of action.
·
"Nothing,bas been done ~
the student government ~1 sitting
idle,"Talakalasaid ''Wewanttorefilly
look at the issue, but rm sure ~ not
refilly possible to change."
Battles and l\1acLeilan advocate
·. the m()Ve to a plus-only system, but
emphasiz.ed that standardization is ·
th~ moot importan~ issue.
''It should be across the board or
not at all," Battles said ''It's unfair to
studentSWho sign up for tmchers that
are implementing it in one class but ·

Presidential slates

Add protroions for
sexual orientation:

. Grading
system:

UCF's

growth:

Opening
up SGA:

New
programs:

Safe Ride
program:

Poll students
and act
accordingly
based on their
feedback.

Favor a plusonly grading
system.

Poll students
and act
accordingly
based on their
feedback.

Office hours,
open-door
policy, walk-on
committees,
more publicity
about SGi\.

Recycling, free
printing,
student-run
traffic court,
textbook
exchange.

Publicize and
increase
legitimate
usage.

Encourage
administration
to revise current
policies.

Favor a plusonly grading
system.

Ensure
transportation,
more
scholarships, ·
adequate
services.

Office hours,
comprehensive
Web site,
publicize SGA
Senate
meetings, open

Graduate school
preparation,
improved
campus security,
free printing.

Ensure staff
followscontracts
.properly.

Maclellan, left, and Battles

forums~

Ortiz, left, and Kirlew

Aaron

Lobby state
government to
revise policy.

Favor a plusonly grading
system.

Limit growth
and issue fewer
parking decals.

Create a 'Memo
from the
President,'
office hours.

Expa11d
scholarships.

Renegotiate
prices.·

Encourage
administration
to revise current
policies.

Favor a plusminus grading
system with the
addition of A+.

Encourage
participation in
SGA, preserve
small class sizes.

Office hours,
open-door
policy, publicize
use of activity
money.

Recycling to
fund free
printing, .
involvement
from_area
campuse~..

Expand to
include shuttle
system,
overhaul
current voucher
system.

Textbook
exchange, more
scholarships.

Expand to rea.ch
more students.

Mitchell, left, and Houchins

. Katsafanas, left, arid Talakala

Encourage
administration
to revise current
, policies.

Favor a plusonly grading
system.

Focus on
problems as
' they come up,
continue to
build
community.

Office hours,
more volunteer
positions,
· interactive Web
site.

Clevenger, left, and Streep

not in another."
always looms at UCF. Currently the
Houchins and Mitchell also sup- seoond-Iargest Florida public universiport the plus-only system arid called ty, UCF's tendency towards explosive
for oonsistency among instructors.
growth mirrors the Central Florida
''We think a plus-only system is ·region, and bas earnEXj. it the nickdefinitelythe rightwayto go. 'Ihatway name ''Under Construction Fbrevei:"
students aren't punished," Houchins
furnntly; the Board of Trustees
said "Its just a way to reward people set a goal of enrolling 10,000 more stufor having higher soores."
dents to UCF by 2010. 'The candidates
Stroop and Clevenger support have mfferingviews on what SGA can
the plus-only option, but realize that do to ease the transition and help UCF
SGA is limited in its ability to facilitare to airommodate nearly 50,000 stuthe change.
·
dents.
''We realize that what SGA mu
Talakala and Katsafanas believe
do is lobby for it in the Faculty Senate that SGAshould open the lines of oomand the Board of Trustees," Streep munication with UCFs administration
said
to make sure that all student issues
Kirlew also called for the switch are addressed, especially working to
to plus-only grading, citing the mamtain~le class sizes. .
University of Florida and other state
More important, they believe, is
universities that currently use such a making sure that SGA opens itself up
system, which plares UCF students at to everyone so that all students feel
a disadvmltagB.
that they can oontribute to the UCF
''I don't know if it's areurate or oommunity.
·
fair, but in my opinion, we should all be
''It's easy for students to feel left
on the same playing-field," Kirlew said out or unappreciated, or like they're
'The minus system, I think, stinks."
just a number in the system,"
Kirlew believes that taking the Katsafanas said "Part of what we're
matter to the. Board of Trustees is the · looking at is making sure that every
best way to facilitate changB.
student has the chanoo to be heard, to
Of ooui'se, the issue of growth say what they need to say, and oon-

tribute."
Battles and MacLeilan think that
the moot effreti.ve route is to maintain
and expand student involvement on
university oommittees. They also
emphasired the importanoo of not soorificing the needs of current students
in order to bring in more students.
''If students oome out and say
thatwe already have enough students
. . . that this is g(iing to negativeJy
impact our ~us, we should oome
out and say that we need to make sure
that our servioos increase ~with
the increase in studerits," Battles said
Battles and MacLeilan want to
make sure that servioos such as parking, security and Glass availability are
not sacrificed at the expense of
growth
Houchins and Mitchell believe
that the best oourse of action is to limit
growth in order to preserve the quality
of undergraduare education. By limiting ad.misffions, they believe UCF can
increase its admissions .requlrements
and avoid overgrowth at the same
time.
'TursoD8Ily, I don't see the point,"
Mitchell said "Slowing the growth is
what I think should be the priority.''

Houchins and Mitchell also
believe that limiting the number of
parlring derals issued is a better alternative then oontinuing to build more
parlring lots and gru'3gffi. 'They also
advocate expanding the shuttle system to acmmmodate more oommuter
students.
Streep and Clevenger Wan.t to
focus on oontinuing to make all studentsfeelweloome, as well as addres.sing issues such as parking and classroom spare as they present themselves.
'They also believe that it is important to prepare SGA to include more ·
and more students as UCF oontinues
to expand
''We'll be focusing on an the students, and helping to build a community," Clevenger said
Kirlew believes limiting growth
isn't nec:ffiS81'.ily a solution and say8
with strong leadership UCF should be
able to handle the expansion.
"Student government must advomte for affordable housing, more public transportation, protection of the
environment, more academic advisers
and scholarships that increase as
tuition increases," he said

Group wants to convey importance ofvoting
FROMPAGE3

added
Jackson said greater student
· parlicip~tion in SGA elections would
.ultimately improve students' experi. enoo at UCF.
"UCF lacks a lot as far as spirit,
student involvement and unity on
campus goos," Jackson said "So I
think that if everyone got together
and elected people that they thought
represented UCF as a whole, rather

than 4 peroont of the population,
then we'd all be much happier with

upstairs, click on a few buttons and ning, those involved in JgKnigbt the
vote.
·
Vote feel it will slicxmt
"Votirig is not difficult, it is not
Stansberry said the effort oould
the events they put on and the decisions that they made." .
time-ronsuming, it is not expensive. even help to improve the representalgKnigb.t the Vote will have a You simply log onto a oomputer and tion in student guvernment.
few laptops at the event for students vote," Stansberry said "So we are , · ."fm delighted that the students
. to vote. H9we\Ter, the organization just going to remind people that they . are oonoorned enough about what
hopes to oonvey the relative simplici- do have a stake in the campus. If the goes on [at] their campus to invest
ty and ease of voting. If students can . decisions made around campus their time in something that, if sucspend a few minutes outside the aren't to their liking, then they need cessful, will make·the campus more
·
union watching a performanoo, the to get out and vote tor people who representative," he said
organization suggests, then they will do thingB that they do like."
Stansberry sees the election as ·
could take a few . more to run
After much research and plan- a cbanoo to get the traditionally apa-

thetic student body involved ''Right
now, 80 peroont of the offi.oors in
clubs and organizations are in the
Greek system," Stansberry ·.said.
'"There's nothing wrong with ·that,
it's just that the Greeks have chosen
to be involved"
"It's a shame that 90 peroont of
the population of the school lets 10
percent decide what to do,"
Stansberry added ''That's why f d
like to see a larger participation. 'This
is a wonderful opportunity."
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Pefia encourages
students to contact
state ·representatives

.

\

. s09n take over as president of
Florida Atlantic University,
said "The next step will be to accepted an invitation to address
lobby our legislators. Evecy stu- student· activists at Thursday's
dent in every district of Florida rally.
should call their state senator
"It's really important that
and state representative, send we have the students in this
them an e-mail, write them a let- debate," he said ''They're in the
ter, visit them in person."
best position to tell their story of
Bright Futures, implement- what Bright Futures has done for
, ed in 1997, was modeled after a . them."
"Tuition will increase in the
similar , scholarship program in
Georgia. Since its inception, the · state of Florida, and I think stuscholarship program has aided dents have reconciled themselves
more than 98,000 students. The to that fact," he said "If you
scholarship has been funded by increase tuition.and eliminate, or
money raised through the sale of significantly alter Bright Futures,
Florida lottery tickets. About you run the risk of what I call the
25,000 new students qualified for double whammy, catchiiig stuthe scholarships la,st year.
dents on both of those issues at
Under anewproposal bythe the same time, and that's a prol:r
State University Presidents' lem."
Association, the program could
- While some students are
be _capped at $250 million by skeptical as to whether their
2005. However, rising enrollment mess~ reached the ears of leg- and tuition hikes may require islators, Rep. Adam Hassner of
nearly $450 million in state funds Deliay Beach said the rally capby 2009 to keep the program tured lawmakers' attention.
"The beginning of the _
intact.
Under the presidents' ass~ process has been the students
ciation plan, ~est score and GPA organizing and coming together
requirements would be, tough- with one voice," he said. "Now it's
ened, and instead of covering the time to figure out a plan to keep
price of tuition, the scholarship Bright Futures as part of the
would pay a flat rate somewhere state's higher education pro.between $1,500 and $4,000, grain, and the students will play a
depending on whether a student very important role in that."
,qualified for 75 percent or 100
"I think we want to keep
percent of the scholarship.
true to the p"Ql'P()se of the p~
On ave~, the scholarship gram, which is to keep the best_
is valued at $3,000 per recipient. . and brightest of Florida's stuHigb school seniors must earn an dents in Florida's universities,"
SAT score of 1270 or an ACT he added
score of 28 to receive the full
Florida Student Association,
scholarship to one of Florida's a group that lobbies on behalf of
state universities. An SAT score most public Florida universities
of 970 and an ACT score of 20 are and which organized the
required for a partial scholar- - Tallahassee event, will continue .
ship.
to work with students to petition
While Bright Futures is in legislators to spare the scholarserious danger of being altered ship program.
''The first phase was a press
or eliminated completely, State
Sen. Ron Klein claims that the conferen~ in Boca Raton, the
Bill!h administration continues to second was our petition
protect, $23 billion -in sales tax - driv~rally, the third phase will be
exemptions for special interests individual rallies on each campus
such as ostrich ieed and adult sometime in March ·- each stuentertainment.
dent governmen~ will do their
After speaKingwith multiple own rally on the same day," said
SGA presidents and reporters, Scott Roth, executive director of
Lt. GOv. Frank BrogRn, who will FSA.
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UCF undergraduat_es have unique opportunities
that provide a smooth transition ta graduate school.

. .i:Uft·1~i3~ can take graduate classes
that apply to both their undergraduate and
graduate degrees.
E\1111:fon:~ thaf enable

students to complete both a bachelor's and ·
master's degree in five years are available to
history, liberal studies and nursing majors.
BEN BAIRD f CFF

Marco Pena joins other SGA presidents of 11 repre~ented universities at the rally.

~worth $25,000 per year are

available to outstanding UCF
undergraduates.
Visit our web site for more information. -

www:graduate.ucf.edu
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Living alone and loving it
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mail
"I couldn't understand it. We all had the
same mailbox, and why would I want to do
something like that?" Moore said 'We had
one little fight over cleaning, and the next
thing I knew they were trying to evict me."
Junior Erika Ressa, 20, also has had
several problems with roommates pot paying
their share of the rent and was tired of the
constant struggle it entailed. She has been
living on her own in The Woodlands apartment complex for about six months now.
"You don't have to worry about anyone
else but yourself," Ressa said "I know the
'rent will get paid and if it doesn't, it's no one's
· fault but inine. I have to pay a little more than
I would if I had roommates, but in the long
run it is well worth it. You have more freedom
to concentrate on more important things like
classes and work with no distractions and
roommate concerns."
Like Ressa, Moore decided she couldn't
live with roommates who were making her
life miserab~e, despite ~e efforts made to
work out their differences. Moore broke her
lease and decided to move into a duplex
about two miles from UCE
Sbe still needed roommates, but this
time the lease was in her name and she had
the authority to choose them. Unfortunately,
finding a good roommate ·turned out to be a
difficult task
"I went through four roommates living in,
the house," Moore s3.id "They either stole
from me, were wanted by the cops or just
never paid rent. I started to think maybe I
attracted these people into my life."
After six months of,paying full rent for a
two-bedroom apartment, Moore decided it
was time to get her o~ place. SlJ,e had two
conditions for the apartment complex she
would choose to move into; they must allow
dogs and have one-bedroom apartments

l

'

available.
"I love corning home and not having to
deal with another person and their niess and
problems. It's great to be able to walk around
in your undeiwear or leave your towel on the
floor if you feel like it."
Ressa and Moore both pay about $750 a
· month for their apartments. Although both of
them agreeQ_ that it is much more expensive
than the apartment complexes they lived in
with roommates before and it is sometimes
hard to pay rent on time, it is easier than
. when theywere forced to deal With livingwith
other people, both said
Some of the major apartment complexes
near UCF that offer one bedrooms are The
Woodlands, Polos East,- Heather Glenn,
. Chatham Landing and River Park The rents
range from about $550 to $750 a month,
· which may or may not include utilities. Most
of these places do not offer the amenities of
the popular student apartments, such as
Boardwalk and Jefferson Commons, but also
tend to not have as many rules and restrictions.
"The last apartment I lived fn made me
feel like I was back living with my parents,"
. Moore said "They had so many rules about
overnight guests, and because my room-mates were under 21; we couldn't even have
beer in the.refrigerator. I think places where
you can live alone recognire you are an adlllt
and should be treated like one."
Even though they do not have free cable
and Ethernet and are forced to work 3040
hours a week, both Moore and Ressa agreed
that the best choice they made. coming to college was living on their own. However, living
·alone is not for everyone, Moore said
"Of course there are going to be some
cons to living on your own. You get a little
lonely at night, it's more expensive and you
don't have.as many of the luxuries included,
.but in a way I think it gives you more responsibility, almost a 'welcome to the real world' "

TAKIN6·ASTAND

_

NICOLE TAUEY I

Ryan Coffman, right, shouts about the evils of going to war with Iraq. Coffman, president of Campus
Peace Action, was one of the organizers of the campus anti-war protest at UCF on Feb. 12.
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·Award recognizes ROTC
program and cadets
include a career in the military.
He became involved his freshman year when a friend told him
Camouflage uniforms, prac- to take an ROTC class.
tice drills and attending extra
"I really liked everything
classes on military leadership they taught me about leaderare not the only thing that sets ship," he said
the Army ROTC at UCF apart
Houle has known since elefrom others.
mentary school that she wanted
Last November, the battal- to be in the military; regardless..
ion received the General of her gender.
Dougias MacArthur Award for ,
"There's always going to be
Best Battalion of 2002. The UCF those weird looks," she said "I
unit beat 102 Eastern district have to prove myself to all my
battalions from Puerto Rico to male and female counterparts;
Maine, which places UCF in the however, working harder only
top 17 units nationally.
makes me a better officer. It's
Lt. Col. John Ruzich credit- not about being male or female
ed this award to the work of sen- - it's about training to fight for
ior members of his battalion at your country."
the
National
Advanced
Houle said she plans to go
Leadership Camp (NALC) in into aviation and wants to fly
Fbrt Lewis, Wash. NALC lasts helicopters eventually.
for 32 days during the summer
"I have a lot of engineering
and cadets are trained in ways friends and [aiter Columbia]
to lead a garrison when threat- their interviews just went poof,"
ened with chemical warfare.
she said. "I know the day I gradTwenty-one cadets attend- uate I will have a job."
ed NALC last year and over 40
Rodriguez and Houle both
· percent left with a ranking in ·the agreed that the award means
top third.
even more since they plan to
The performance -0f the make-a career out of it. ·
"It felt good to knowwe had
cadets at NALC was a reflection
on the leadership of the UCF done well, to know we are the
Army ROTC1 said the battalion's best of the best," Houle said.
Although the battalion's·
executive officer, Cadet Pearl
Houle.
grades at NALC was the main
The chemical' warfare reason the batallion won the
training especially challenged honor, the unit also received the
the cadets who had to put on award because of how many offitheir g'3S masks and enter the cers they produced last year,
chamber while remaining c.alm, Ruzich said .
Houle said. Battalion command- ·
"I am tasked to produce 16
er for the ROTC unit Noel commissioned officers and we
Rodriguez, 21, said as leaders produced 21," he said. "So the
they must remain c.alm because combination of good quality and
they are the "strength for the quantity led to our selection."
soldiers."
ROTC is a great opportuni"I am responsible for every- ty for people who want to develthingthe battalion does and fails op their leadership skills,
to do," Rodriguez said. ''Wmning Rodriguez said.
'We not only teach all of our
this award gives me a sense of
pride in my organization. It feels cadets to be the best physically
good to be part of the best - the . and academically, but we also
train them to be the future warFighting Knights Battalion."
Although many students rior leaders of this country, both
are uncertain about career in the military and in the civilian
choices after college, Rodriguez world"
This award recognizes the
said after graduation he will be
training in Kentucky for 87 days UCF Army ROTC program and
to become an officer for one to the cadets that are enrolled in it,
two years. Eventually, he plans Ruzich srud.
"It provides us national
to transfer over to his career.
branch in the Signal Corps to recognition to the many
prospects that consider ROTC
become a tank commander.
However, when Rodriguez an essential part of their college
came to UCF his plans did not experience."
LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER
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It is easy to achieve a winning
smile whether for self-confidence or
presenting a better image.
We now have many options avaifable
to impro.v.e your s~ile.

Let us find the best one for YOU!
Whitening • Tooth-colored Fillings • Veneers • Bonding • Crowns

Make your appointment today

1-800-NE·W DENTIST
Dr. Charles Arias, D.DS.
Waterford ·Lakes Dental
316 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 701
Orlando, FL 32828

Southern Oaks Dental
2868 Osceola Ave.
Orlando, FL 32806
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SCHOCH OF MEDICINE

Ph.D. Program in Molecular and Cellular Pharrnaco1ogy
atthe University of Miami School of Medicine.
Prepare for a career in biomedical research. Our grad~ates pursue jobs in:
• Universities and Medical Schools
• Pharmaceutical and Biotech Companies
• Government Agencies

Features 'of our 4-5 year training program:
• Streamlined 3 semester curriculum
• Work one-on-one with faculty to develop an
. .
original biomedical research project
• Highly active faculty research using state-of-the-art techniques
• Major research areas: cardiovascular pharmacology/muscle
contraction; neurophannacology/neuroscience and cell biology/cancer.
• $20,000 stipend plus full tuition waivers (total aid package, inc1uding
stipend, fees> tuition and medical coverage ~ $34,000 per year)

. Competitive applicants will have:
• Biological sciences, chemistry or physics background
• >3.0GPA
• >1000 (V +Q) GRE score

For information and application materials,
contact Ms. Sara Pizano, Graduate Program Coordinator

305-243-3419

.ANGELA CARTER I UCF ARMY Rote

UCf:'s Army ROTC proudly received the award for being the Best Battalion of 2002.

spizano@med.miami.edu _
or log on at
http://chroma.med.miami.edu/phann/

OUR STANCE:

One slate stands
out to lead SGA
T

The Houchins/Mitchell ticket has the motivaoday through Wednesday, students have a
crucial task before them - deciding .
tion we would like to see in our next student body
. president, and we commend them for rising to the
which candidates should take charge of
challengB to run as the only independent ticket in
the Student Government Association..
the election against other slates who came into
The next student body president ~d vice
the election aided by Greek affiliations.
president have an extremely powerful and essenOne day Andrew Houchins and Nathan
tial role. Their actions, decisions and ideas affect
Mitchell may make strong student government
every student on campus, including how student
leaders, but right now they lack the experience
money is spent. If they waste it on frivolous purand knowledgB necessary to serve the student
chases, it's your·money being wasted
They serve as representatives for UCF within body as effectively as other tickets could.
Although we do not endorse their ticket, we
the community and across the state. If they act
inappropriately, their actions tarnish the entire
encourag-e Houchins and Mitchell to run for the
SGA Senate, where they can gain that experience
student body's reputation.
·and start to bring about the changes they seek
The new president's ideas and policies will
The Streep/ClevengBr ticket has many excelbe the ones heard by administrators and faculty
members - ~d administrators and faculty mem- lent ideas that would improve life for the student
bers will assume those ideas are in line with what body. This ticket seems most g-enuine about its
concern for UCF students.
students want, whether or not that's true.
Jeff Streep and Aaron ClevengBr's textbookIt's a position that demands an unwavering
dedication to students; an ability to work with stu- excliang-e idea, in particular, would save students
hundreds of dollars by allowing students to
dents, administrators and faculty members effectively, and a g-enuine concern and respect for the
exchangB books rather then repurchase them
.future ofUCE
from the book store.
- While all five slates of candidates have fine
Both of the Greek-~ted candidates have
many viable solutions to the problems SGA curideas to improve relations between the student
rently faces and believe the best way to fix them is
body and SGA, and all have practical plans for
making overall improvements to the university,
to educate students about SGA procedures, such
four slates have flaws that prevent them from
as requesting funding for clubs and organizations.
becoming effective presidents.
However, Streep and ClevengBr are less
decided on how to handle the problems associated
The Battles/MacLellan ticket certainly quali·· with UCF's booming enrollment th~ other candifies to serve in.the executive branch based on
dates - an issue entirely too important to ignore.
their past experience. Brian Battles, the currentThe Talakala/Katsafanas .ticket offers the
SGA executive vice president, has served in stustudent body fresh faces and innovative ideas to
dent government in various capacities for several
years.
lead SGA fmward. Pavan Talakala, an SGA senaBattles and Joe MaeLellan, both Greek, know tor, and Constance Katsafanas have made improvhow to g-et things done within student governing the relationship between the student body and
ment. Battles has several strong ideas, such as . · SGA their key mission. Their idea to make SGA'.s
working with local businesses to make discounts
actions and procedures more public will earn
more wid~ly available to students with UCF cards - them the trust of students who will know exactly
and creating a scholarship task committee to
how their money is being spent.
expand scholarship opportunities to a more
They share a united vision for UCF's future,
diverse group.
one that includes involvement from many more
However, Battles has developed allegiances
students, both Greek and non-Greek Katsafanas,
within SGA and the campus administration that
who rushed this semef?~er and supports the Greek
'may prevent him from m~ decisions imparsyst~m., and Talakala, an independent, would
tially. His administration may be in dang-er of
work with the branch campuses to increase those
operating under an "I'll-scitatch-your-back-if-youstudents' involvement within the larger U~F communicy
·
scratch-mine" decision-making process.
Student government n~ fresh faces to
Furthermore, the Talakala/Katsafanas ticket
avoid a potential conflict.of IDJ;erest.
would promote certain programs that would
Current Student Body Vice President Brian
improve UCE Rather than eliminate the plusKirlew and his running mate, Kevin Ortiz, both
minus grading system, the candidates would like
have adequate experience in student government
to make it uniform throughout the university and
and have pitched some exceptionally sensible
add an A-plus to the grading scale. They would
ideas, including launching a comprehensive
work With the adminiStration to maintain small _
h~th insurance plan for students and creating
class sizes as UCF grows, and they have vowed to
more student job opportunities on campus.
work toward adding sexual orientation to UCF's
But the Kirlew/Ortiz ticket proved difficult to
anti-discrimination policy.
Talakala and Katsafanas also·want to
wdrk with during the campaign and did·not display the professionalism one should expect of a
expand Safe Ride to include shuttle service to .
student body president. Kirlew's attitude through- area bars and clubs, and want to bus students in
out the campaign toward The Future demonfrem branch campuses during Homecomillg Week
strates his disregard for students' concerns and'to attend major campus-wide events.
.
something that should be the most important task
Therefore, The Future editorial staff believes
on his ag-enda. ·
Pavan T.i1akala and Constance Katsafanas are
He initially refused to meet with Future staff the most a_ppropriate choice for student body
members for an interview, then ditched two sched- president and vice president.
uled interviews, and arrived for his third attempt
The Talakala/Katsafanas ticket is not with30 minutes late. During this interview, Kirlew was
out its faults. ~t lacks a plan of action on the sexuuncooperative and simply read prepared·stateal orientation issue, and Talakala does not have aments that did not effectively explain some of his
clear ag-enda·of items l).e would bring to the Board
of Trllstees.
·
ideas.
His past track record indicates some backThus, if Talakala and Katsafanas dq claim
stabbing, particularly during this election, where
the presidency, they should not dismiss the ideas
he has made snide comments about other candi- - that other candidates have brought to the table. In
dates and has appealed to SGA officials twice to
fact, they owe it to the student body to implement
or another oust his current oo-vice president Battles for cam- any idea -whether it's theif
paigning illegally, despite the fact that Battles and slate"s - that will enhance the lives of UCF students.
MacLellan denied any wrongdoing.

own

No state funding for 6reek organizations
Apparently things need to be cla'rified for
Greeks regarding student government funding. A
statute exists that clearly states state funds can
only fund those organizations that do not discriminate.
. Fraternities and sororities discriminate, this .
is pure and simple. I am Greek, and I am held to
that rule. and was continuously harassed by Greeks
who called me a traitor. I was also not liked by
those in -administration that represented the
Greeks.
Sure. the Greeks do a lot of community service. this is true. Does this mean that we should via[ate the statute? Surely not.

When fraternities and sororities begin to
allow anyone to join any of their organizations
without the possibility of black ball, or without the
shallow selectiveness of a member, then it will be
allowed to receive state funds. Until then. they
should raise the money to do their events.
· It is also utterly unconstitutional for the
Greek Council to even be on the SGA annual budget. I'm just sur~rised that it is still on there. If SGA
is supposed to be a mirror image of what real
world governing should be, then it has a hell of a
long way to go.
'-JOHN lll.RNER

Anti-war activists spout empty claims
This letter is written in respons~ to Adam·
Shiver's opinion. "America's thirst for oil," published Feb. 13.
Most of the readers-of this newspaper are jn
college and have made it through many English
and writing classes, where we have always been
taught to offer facts in support of the claims we ·
make in our compositions.
If no .factual support is given. our arguments are worthless and have no meaning. For
this reason. I am asking Adam Shiver to uphold
' those standards.
To make a statement as bold as, "Bush
wants to fight this war ~lmost solely for oil," and
to expect it to be an intelligent argument. one
must offer sufficient factual evidence to support it.
The staff writer for this article has failed to
do so with every point he has made. Sure. it's OK
to express your opinions, but if you're going to
express tbem to an intelligent audience, at least
research the subject and come up with solid facts
tb support yourself.
lhis is the problem I have with anyone who
.agrees with these · arguments. including the

groups that try to hold anti-war prote5ts-; They are
not educated enough on the subject that they are
protesting to make any intelligible claims or even
to have an intellectual discussion on the subject
Iraq produces only 2 percent of the world's
oil. Why would we go to war to fight for that? The
Bush administration has been very clear that. afteFSaddam is overthrown. we are committed to staying there until the Iraqis can support themselves
as a stable nation. If he just wanted oil and
money, why would he commit to stay with Iraq
during this process and spend a lot of moneyhelping them?
,
My challenge to the staff writer and anyone
who shares his view is to watch the news, read a
real newspaper; do some real research and then
form your opinions on the matter. Once you do
your opinions will change, and you wiU see that
Bush doesn't want to fight a war for all. but he
wants to fight this war to protect the freedom of
the people of the world, of Iraq, and most importantly, of the United States of America.
-JOHN SEUERS
PLEASE SEE Letters oN 12
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Cap & Gown Pre-Orders! ·
.February 24 • March 1, 2003

UCF

Graduation is jusfaround the corner and you need a cap and. _
gown to p~rticipate on graduation day. .
,

Order annoucements now so they arrive on time!
D.iploma frames are on sale during cap and gown pre-orders! . .
Join the ~lumni Association when you order your cap and gown ·
to $ave 15% off merchandi.se at the UCF Bookstore .

.Boo.k store

Don't delay, pre-orders are on·ly Feb~uary 24 • March 1, 2003!

Your On-can1pus Store

4000 Central Florida Blvd. Orlando,·Fl 32816 Phone (407) 823·2665 Fax (407) 823-6282 ·
Monday-Thursday 8:00a.m.-7:00p.m. Friday 8,:00a.m.-5:0op·.m. Saturday 10:00a.m.-2:00p.m ~
'
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The tibeidiatteniaiiiJe. : ·.
views. A liberal is free from bigotry, usually favors reform, is
receptive to progressive ideas
and is tolerant of others' ideas
and behaviors.
Well, this certainly does
sound like someone who would
want to destroy America.
Maybe I'm missing soinething1
"What about some of the
CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD
bigger issues? Maybe some tellSTAFF WRITER
tale evidence can be found
there?
·naniel F1ynn was on camWhen it comes to the
always-controversial topic·of
pus last week, and I missed it.
. I'm not saying I would have· abortion, liberals tend to view
the matter ~s a woman's
gone, mind you, but now my
editor has suggested liberalism choice. End of discussion. It is a
as ·a topic for this column, and
decision only she can make and
as such, her right to do so
well, I'm regretting not having
that perspective as a reference. should be protected by the govF1ynn was in town promot- ernment.
ing his book, ''Why the Left
I'm in agreement with that.
Hates·America," and sharing
Maybe I'm a.liberal - but if so,
does that make me the evil
thoughts on that very subject.
From what I've gathered, it is
incarnate? So far they seem
like fairly decent, idealistic peo. his assertion that liberals are
ple.
destroying our system of life
I sholild probably note at
from within - they're evil and
they must be stopped.
·
some point that these are all
categorical generalizations
Apparently this ragtag
band of rebels is much less like- based on party ideologies, and
, able than·the ones George
as such, should be taken with a
grain of salt - but I'll let you
Lucas wrote about a long time
know later when I decide to do
ago.
so:
Well, having done a little
Liberals believe free
research into the material, I
speech and a free press are
can only imagine the lecture
paramount, and that censorwas an interesting time.
. ship of any kind should never
Actually, I can imagine it
being a number of other things, be tolerated or allowed. They
promote conservation because
but I'll save those for a later
they believe the environment
time.
needs our protection. Liberals
Anywho, this is Mental
are ardent believers in equal
Doodles·M;onday, and with an
rights. All are noble beliefs I
opportunity to be timely, we
personally support.
thought it would be worthwhil~
to explore liberalism and see
Liberals, however, see the
what turns up.
vast amounts of money that
have been spent on the drug
Normally, political matters
war as a monumental waste
arouse me into a physiological
and failure. They think the
condition wherein my whole
strongest ·solution to this probbody turns lethargic and my
lem is legalizing drugs.
eyes won't open. I usually
I can't help but think that
remain this way for several
this "answer" is nothing more
hours or u,ntil my alarm goes
off - whichever comes first.
than a copout. Liberals liken it
"What this means, in a nutto the era of Prohibition and its
shell, is I'm none too smart
failure, noting that the drug
when it comes to them "pollyt:
war breeds organized crime
icks."
just like Prohibition gave birth
to bootleggers.
So let's start at the beginning. The word liberal
They rationalize that n
describes something or somedrugs were legalized, then similar future criminals cannot ·
one that is not limited to or
established by traditional ·
develpp. Personally, I don't buy

MENTAL DOODLES

./

-

DISTANCE
EDUCATION

it. Another area in which I
find myself in conflict with liberal ideologies is their stance
on gun control. Of course, liberal ideologies themselves seem
to differ on the subject.
·
Some believe th~t all personal weapons should be made
illegal. "While I can support their
intent to curb violence, I find
issues with this method
because it seemf) to be in direct
opposition to another consitutional amendment - "the right
to bear arms."
This subsequently violates
a person's rights - something
liberals supposedly fight for.
This juxtaposition seems to
form a sort of catch-22 that is
either due to too little thought
or too much.
Where liberals are getting
the worst rap today, however,
centers around Sept. 11 and the
war on terrorism.
Whether it was Woody
Harrelson calling the war on
terrorism "bullshit," or a few
journalists admonishing
America for the part it played
in instigating the Sept. 11
attacks, liberals, as a whole,
tried to maintain their ideologies, and in doing so, became
perceived as "un-American" in
a time when the general population was feeling a surge of
patriotism. ·
So what is wrong with
being a liberal today?
The problem I sense is not
one that is limited to liberalism,
but is shared by all political
sides. What is wrong is not
someone being liberal, but
being ultra-liberal, just as it is
being ultra-conservative,
Republican, Democrat, Green,
'lbrie,·Whig or whatever.
The ultra-partisans of any
political system rarely, if ever,
seem to acknowledge the locus
of fault when it arises. Political
issues are much too complicated to honestly belieye that one
party has all the right answers.
Sometimes it's good to
keep an open mind. Just another one of my liberal tendencies,
I suppose.

CDlumnist Christopher Arnold-can be
reached at chris@ucffuture.com
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Uberal studies not easy, but exceptional
We must take exception to the article, for employment after graduation, the opposite
"Athletes flock to easy majors," by Stephen of what is alleged in the article. Employers today
Hirst, published Feb. 10.
are looking for well-rounded graduates with a
We are the advisers for the program and variety of skills.
consider the program one of the stronger proWe have become one of the most popugrams offered at UCE We agree that there are lar programs on campus and a large percentage
no entrance requirements, but you will find that of our students would have no problem getting
common among many majors offered at UCF, admitted into almost any major on campus.
contrary to Mr. Hirsts comments.
We are actually tougher than most majors
Students are seeking degrees in liberal . because a (-minus course grade is not accepted
studies at UCF because it opens far more doors in either of the areas.

~

Clarifications
- AFeb. 10 article, "A new class of tenure," by Laura Stevens, implied that
The Future interi;iiewed .Bernard McCarthy. Tbe Future did not interview
McQirthy, and a comment attributed to him was not a direct quote. The
sentence should have read: Bernard McCarthy, chairman of the criminal
justice and legal studies department gave Biane ·sudia no other reason for
firing her expect that "he felt she did not fit the dir€Ction he wanted the
department to take," Sudia said.
- AFeb. 10 article. "Athletes·flock to certain majors." by Stephen Hirst.
misidentified a source. His name is Karl Mooney, not Carl Mooney.

~--

One of the reasons we are popular with
student athletes and all other students is the
special one-on-one advising we provide. Aperc
manent staff of advisers provides the perfect
environment for class selection. The areas and
minor that are earned in the degree in most
instances ·provide the expertise required to get
hired in awide range of fields.
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UCF: 6 • Western Kentucky: 5

FIRST HOME ·w1N
ADAM SHIVER I CFF

Junior Adrienne Billings scored 26 points in
Saturday's win.

ADAM RoSCHE I CFF

Rich Wallace takes Clay Timpner's throw from center field and tags out Western Kentucky's.Matt Johnston for the final out of the game.

Mark Michael wins in·hisfirst start
K&-t$TY SHONKA ,,-:

•.,.:·:

ADAM SHIVER I CFF

After giving up a gra.nd slam in the first, UCF
starter Mark Michael didn't allow another run.

~ ... : ··~~hAFFWrurtR -

4-0, David Mann
scored on a sacrifice fly by Dee
· Brown in the bottom half of the
first.
Michael settled down and did
not give up another run the rest of
the way. The senior only allowed
two bits after the first.
"It couldn't get much worse
than that," Michael said of bis first
inning.
Freshman Ryan Bono helped
the Knights chip away at the
Hilltoppers' lead in the second.
The catcher doubled to left field,
scoring Ryan Bear. In the third
another freshman got in on the
action as designated hitter Dave
Lambert lmocked a bloop hit over
the shortstop, which scored two
runs, tyirig the game at four.
Second
baseman
P.J.
Lehmann lmocked in Bono in the
PLEASE SEE

Stertzbach ON 16

Knights hold off Stetson
· KRIS...TY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Before UCFleft Saturdayfor DeLand, the
Knights found out their fate rests solely in their
own bands. Iii a match-up.of the Atlantic Sun
Conference's top two t.eams, Troy St.at.e lost to
.Mercer 83-00. UCF hosts both of those t.eams
this wook, me.aningtbat if the Knights win out,
they clinch the No. 1 seed in the Atlantic Sun
'Iburnament.
The Knights have to take this one game
at a time and first up vvas the Jate.blooming
St.etson. F.ar1y in the ~n -this would be a
. gmne 6!SilY overlooked bY fans and players
· dlle to the Hatters' poor play and even worse
record But after last wook's upset of North
Division lerider Belmont, UCF lmew it could
not overlook its arcbrival. And the Knights did
·not disappoint holdiJJgoff the scrappy Hatters,
00-82 in front of a rambunctious crowd of
2,577.
_- · ''Bylarthe best atmosphere we've playoo
this whole season," Seni~r F.d llitson said.

UCF Coach Khk Speraw said bis mes-

sage to the players before Saturday's game
was that theywere back.in control of their own
destiny. The Knights (18-8 overall, 10-3 A-8un)
bad lost that oontrol Thursday night when

they fell to JacksonVille 80-75, but the Merrer
win put UCF back in the driver's~·

The Hatters (6-16, 4-9) put up a fight
though, despite losing·senior Alexis McMillan
four minutes into the gmne with a possible·
ACL 1:ear. St:etson cut UCFs le.ad to two points
with 7:04 remaining in the gmne, but the
Knights responded as they bad all game.
"Evecy time they inched and inched, we
found an answer to get a basket to put us five,
put us back up Six," llitson sfild
llitson and Marius Boyd helped. the
Knights extend the le.ad to eight and the
Knights maintalled control of the gmne from
there.
''As long as we hold our composure·and
play defense, Ijustlmew~wewere goingto
PLEASE SEE Jacksonville ON 16

·JON SCROGGINS
STAFF WRITER

. it."
.- '.~~/~~-bown

The UCF baseball team prob.ably won't hit a lot of home runs
this season, but the Knights' first
long b~ of the season had good
timing. Sophomore Matt Fox took
a 1-1 delivery over the left-field
fence for what proved to be the
wimllng run in Saturday's 6-5 win
over Western Kentucky at Jay
Bergman Field. The win was the
first for the Knights at home.
UCF starter Mark Michael
got himself into an early jam, giving up three singles followed by a
grand slam in the first inning of
bis first start of the season.
"I really wasn't nervous,"
Michael said "They got a couple
of l;rlts and bases loaded. I got
behind in the count and it Wa.s a
hitters' count. I missed my spot
right down the middle and he did
.what he was supposed to do with

Billings and · ·
Colligan lead
UCF over
·campbell ..

CI'.F FILl!-PHOTO

Senior Ed Dotson scored 22 points in UCF's win over Stetson
on Saturday.

Senior fmward Kristy Colligan had
a career high 15 points and junior forward Adrien.Ile ''Ace'' Billing'S scored 26
- points and grabbed nine reoounds as the
UCF women's basketball team beat conference opponent Campbell University
83-77 Saturday ~ernoon in the UCF
Arena.
The Knights (12-9 overall, 9-2) bit
nine of 10 free thl;ows down the stretch
to squelch a furious Campbell rally. After
trailing by as . many as 14 late in the
game, Campbell guard Kristin \Tickovich
·hit her fifth 3-pointer of the game with 22
seconds left to cut the UCF lead to three
points. But UCF would get the last three
points of the game off of clutch free
throws by freshman Celeste Hudson and
senior Erin Paige.
"Our kids stepped up and hit their
free-throws. That's been our Achilles ,..
heel in the past. But wlren you have a
lead and then you're hitting [free
'throws] like that, you're going to be hard
to beat," Coach Gail Striegler said.
Striegler's team began the game
flawlessly, scoring the first six points and
forcing three turnovers and two offensive fouls on Campbell's first six possessions. Campbell didn't soore until the
15:40 mark of the first half, and never led
by more than one point. UCFled by three
at intermission.
The second half was the Jessica
Scala and Ace Billing'S show. Billing'S. hit
siX of her seven shots from the floor and
both of her free throws, and finished 12
of 15 from the field.
After going O-for-5 in the first half,
Scala hit all three of her three-poin~
~ttempts in the second half, including a
dagger With 2:41 left and the: Camels
gaining momentum.
"I'm really proud of Jess," Striegler
said. "She's had a tendency in the past to
stop shooting when she's had a oad half.
That three-pointer late was probably the
biggest shot of the game."
Striegler was pleased the guards
kept feeding Billings, who kept making
shots.
"[Billing'S] had a great overall game.
She -got up and · down the court, did a
good job of flashing to open space, and
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ADAM RoscHE I CFF

· Sophomore Stephanie Best recorded two hits in Saturday's loss to San Diego State.

·Knights ktiock off
No. 15 Fresno State
~

MATT BET.H ON
STAFF WRITER

The Golden Knights defeat. ed their first ranked opponent of
the season, but dl'()pped two of
three games overall to open the
CampbeWCartier Tournament
_in: San Diego.
On Friday, The Knights rallied in the nintli inning to defeat
No. 15 Fresno State 3-2. Neither
team pushed-a run across until
the bottom of the fifth, when
Rachelle Schmidt sing'ied home
Jania Shinhoster to give the
Knights a 1-0 lead. The Bulldogs
answered back the next inning
on a RBI double by Lori Hoffman
to tie the score.
·
The score remained tied at
one apiece until the ninth inriing,
when Hoffman singled home
Christina Clark After a Pam
West singte, Dottie Cupp struck
out the next two batters to
escape furlher danlagB. The
Knights rallied in their half of the
ninth, loading the bases with one
out. After Shinhoster struck out,
Nikki Green lined a double to
center field, scoring Pysha
Simmons and Taylor Sawyer to
give the Knights a thrilling 3-2

victory.
Cupp got the victory for the
Knights, pitching all nine innings
and striking out six. AllAm.erican Jamie Southern got
the loss for the Bulldogs, dropping to 1-2 on the season.
The excitement would not
last . long, however, as the
Knights dropped both of their
garnet? on Saturday, losing to
Loyola Marym.ount and San
Diego state.
Against J.oyola Marymount, the Knights jumped out
to an early 2-0 lead in the ·first
inning. The Lions fought back to
tie the game at two, and Jessica
Grass singted home the winning
run in the bottom of the seventh
to give Loyola Marymount a 3-2
victory.
· In the nightcap, UCF managed only three hits and struck
out eight times, losing 3-0 to host
San Diego State. The loss was
the Golden Knights' second
shutout of the season.
After the first two days of
play, the Knights sat at 6-7 on the
season. UCF closed out the
CampbeWCartier Tournament
on Sunday against UC-Santa
Barbara.
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Soccer signs new players

~~
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Men's soccer inks six

The UCF men's soccer t~ signed six athletes to national letters of-intent, Coach Bob Wmch announced on Monday afternoon.
"This is a great class of soccer studen~-athlete_s that will compete within, challenge and complement our program," Wmch said.
'We have added better players at every position. The clifference
between our best .PJayer and our 25th player has narrowed a great
deal with this talented group coming in."
The six players signed were Corwin Elder, Aaron Ingham, Chris
Crissy, Matt Myers, Robert Rosinsky and Eric Loyd
Elder, a · defensive back from Los Gatos High School in
California, was an all-league honoree and the league's freshman of
the year in 2000. In addition to playing for LGHS, Elder also traveled
with Los Gatos United winning the Haarlem Cup Championship in .
the Netherlands and competing in Brazil He also trained with the
OJympic Development Program in Northern California during 2000.
A 6-foot-3, 180-pound goalkeeper, Ingham is a four-year letterwinner at Seminole High-School He led the team to two district titles ·
the past two seasons and the Pinellas County Athletic Conference
_North Qb.ampionship in 2003. 'Tu date, he boasts 14 shutouts, a goalsPLEASE SEE
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·Stertzbach picks:up ·first loss·

Women.'s golf finishes
eighth in first tourney
}ON KUTILEK

FROM PAGE 14

STAFF WRITER

fourth for UCF's first lead of the
game before Fbx belted his homer
'in the sixth. UCF ·coach Jay
Bergman was happy to see the
Knights' bats explode a little bit
''We had a lot of runners on.
We had a lot more offensive situations," Bergman said. ''You
could kind of see the flow getting ·
a little better and I think you'll see _
the flow getting better tomorrow."
Michael pitched six and twothirds innings for the Knights,
giving up four runs on six hits.
Mike Bilek earned his first save
as a Knight.
"The ballgame today was
identical to the game last night,
we shut them down ·after the first
inning and then we regained _our
poise and picked away at the
lead," Bergman said
The win came a day after
Western Kentucky beat the
Knights 4-2. Von David
Stertzbach earned the loss for
UCF, throwing six innings and
giving ·up four runs on five hits.
Freshman Rob Braleski pitched a
perfect final three innings for the
Knights.
The Hilltoppers jumped out
to an early 3-0 lead in the first
inning, but two runs were an UCF
could muster the rest of the way.

The Knights travel
to BethuneCookman on
Tuesday for a 6p.m.
game.

The UCF women's golf team finished its first tournament of the season last week, placing eighth at the Tulane
Invitational.
The Knights shot 329 in the first
round, 323 in the second round, and fin. ished off the tollrn.ament with a score of
324, combining for a total score of 976
( + 112). Host-team Tulane won the
event with a three-round score of 905
(+41).
.
Senior Kim Tudor led the way for
an UCF players, with scores of 76 (+4),
79 ( + 7), and 79 (+ 7), a total of 234 ,and
good enough for 21st place out of the 65
player field. ·
Junior Sarah Greene improved he~
game e,ach day, with three-day scores of
87 (+15), 79 (+7), and 77 (+5), good
enough to tie for 3oth overall. Her 77
was the best score of all Knights golfers
in day three.
Freshman Megan Bursey finished
the tournament in a tie for 34th overall
with an overall score of 248 ( +32).
Senior Anna Green tied for 39th
overall with a 251, and rounding out the
scores was freshman .Kristin Sordel,
who shot a 270, placing 46th.
The Knights have a week off until
their next tournament, the UCF
Invitational. The event will be held from
February 24th-25th at the Stoneybrook
Golf and Country Club in Orlando.

Jacksonville
upsets UCF .
'FROM PAGE 14

win," Abeilard said
At the end of the first half UCF loot some of

. ADAM SHIVER I CFF

Senior Jessica Scala scored all 11 of her points in the second half of Saturday's win over Campbell University. She went three-for-three from behind the arc in that period.

Knight5 finish 5-1 agaillst Nortff Division
·

· FROM PAGE 14

our guards did a great job of getting her the
ball," Striegter said.
. . Billings gave credit to her teammates.
''We started.off really well as a team,
. and I .just wanted to contribute," Billings
said, but confessed; "I wish I would have
had another rebound." One more rebound
would have given her a double-double.
"There's stuff I could have done better,
but it was definitely my best game this sea.son. I just hope I can keep this up," Billings

said.
. Striegter said she was counting on
Billings keeping it up, especially next week
when the team travels to Florida Atlantic
on Saturday for a game ·that will likely
decide the South Division title.
"That's going to be a big-time game,"
Striegier said "They don't lose at home
much. They haven't lost a home game in
the conference all season. It's going to be
tough."
UCF finished. up play against the A-_
Sun North Division with a 5-1 record, with

the Knights' only loss going ·to Georgia
State.
Billings led the Knights to victory
Thursday night over Gardner-Webb.
Billings recorded her sixth career doubledouble in UCF's 74-60 win in North
Carolina: She scored 12 points and grabbed
11 rebounds.
The Knights led 41-30 in the fir,st half .
and extended that lead to as many as 17 in
the second half. Scala led- UCF with l3
points, while freshman Shayla Smith had
11 points for the Knights.

its composure as the Knights' bench was
called for a technical foul with three seconds
left. UCF watched an 11-point lead fade into
just a six-point lead in only three seconds.
Ravii Givens hit both technical free throws
and Derrick DeWitt waited for Dexter Lyons
to fly by before sinking a three-pointer as
~time expired.
Abellard said that in the locker room
the Knights' didn't focus on what happened
to end the first half.
1
' Don't worry about it, it's already done.
In the second half)t's zero-zero," Abellar~
said.
The Knights came out of halftime with
the momentum, holding Stetson scoreless
for almost four minutes, while extending
their lead to 15.
The Knights maintained control for the
first seven minutes of the half, until a technical foul again sparked the Hatters. This time
the tech was called on UCF's Dexter Lyons
after he was called for a personal foul .The
two fouls forced bim to the bench with four
fouls and the Hatters cut the lead to five.
Abellard led UCF with 25 points and
eight assists, while Dotson added 22 points
and five rebounds. Roberto Morentin was
the only other Knight to reach double figures, as the junior scored 14 points on six-ofnine shooting. UCF's 18 wins on the season
surpass last season's total 3.l)d the Knights
nave three games left in the i:egular season.
Senior Ravii Givens gave Hatters' fans .
a performance to remember in his last home
game, scoring 30 points, while freshman E.J.
Gordon scored 28 points.
Roberto Moren.tin's 17 points and six
rebounds weren't enough Thursday .night
against Jacksonville as the Knights fell 80. 75. UCF went scoreless for the first three
minutes of the game and the Dolphins
jrimped out to a 20-6 lead and took a 44-35
lead into the locker room. Fbur other Golden
Knights re.ached double figures, but it wasn't
enough as the Dolphins held on for the win.
Next up for the Knights are Troy State
on Thurf?day and Mercer on Saturday. Both
games start at 7:30 p.m.
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Men's tennis team tops Hatters women's tennis team
MATT BETHON
STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's tennis team
kicked off its 2003 Atlantic Sun
· Conference season , in style
Friday; sweeping Stetson 7-0 at
the Mandy Stoll Tennis Center
in DeLand. The No. 70 Golden Knights improved to 3-2 overall
and 1-0 in the A-Sun while the
Hatters fell to 2-1 and 1-1 in
conference play.
· The Knights now lead the
all-time series with the Hatters
17-4 after winning all nine
matches on the day. Catalin
Bradu and Antonio Sierra led
the way for the Knights at No. 1
doubles, smoking Vittorio
Fratta and Birger Soiland 8-1.
ADAM RosCHE I CFF
Also posting convincing douJacob
Auerbach
combined
with Ener
·i>1es victories were S~on
Gl.irsoy to win at No. 3 doubles.
Jaeger and Augusto Sanabria
at No. 2 (8-3), and "Jacob
Auerbaeh and Ener Gursoy at Thomas Bross at No. 1.
No. 3 (8-3).
,
Strangberg breezed past
The Knights were led on the Christian Moe at No. 2, 6-2, 6-4.
singies end by Bradu, who post- Sierra beat
Aleksander
. ed a 6-1, 6-3 victory over Antonijevic 6-0, 6-2 at No. 3,

while Sanabria handled Mario
Alberto Cayo 6-3, 6-3 at No. 4. At
No. 5, Jaegar outlasted Soiland
in a tight match, 7-6, 7-6.
Gursoy beat Jason Cordova at
No. 6, 7-5, 6-3.
The 7-0 win was the
Knights' first sweep.of the sea- son. UCF has now won three
straight since starting the year
0-2. The Knights' other two
wins came over Florida A&M
and Rollins College.
.
.The Knights will get a
chance to improve their record
in the Atlantic Sun on Thursday
When they travel to Macon, Ga.,
to play the Mercer Bears at 2
p.m. UCF then goes to Atlanta
to face Georgia State at 2 p.m.
Friday. The Panthers upset the
top-seeded Knights last season
in the A-Sun Championship
match.
The Golden Knights faced
No. 64 Colorado on Sunday at
·the UCF Tennis Complex. A
wrap-up of the action will be
available in Thursday's edition
of The Future ..

Women's soccer signs eight
departure of 10 seniors,"
Katie McCain is a 5-foot-10
Cromwell said. 'We are losing midfielder from Lakewood High
against-average of .653 and a save four starte~s and I know the play- School in St. Pete Beach. McCain
percentage. of .844. - Like Elder, ers from this talented recruiting also played for the Clearwater
Ingham also participated in the class will he]p fill those spots.
ChargBrs on the club level in addiOlympic Development Program.
"This class is versatile and tion to spending three years on
Voted one the of the best sen- I'm excited to see how much of an the state ODP team. After starting
iors ih the nation by College impact they will have on our 2003 her freshman season on the varsi..:
Soccer News, Crissy has scored season."
ty team, McCain chose to train ·
84 goals and 67 assists thus far in.
.Brittany Cushman is a 5-foot- and play only on the cluhle.v.ei-the
his career at Melbourne Central 8 defender from nearby Satellite rest of her career. She finished her
Catholic High School. He was a Beach. A four-year varsity per- freshman year at Lakewood with
three-time all--0ounty selection - former at Satellite High SchooL 10 goals and 14 assists.
and earned first-team all-state Cushman played on the prep and
Lauren McDevitt is one of
honors as a junior. ·
club levels with Courtney Baines, two New York products that have
Myers, a product of who was named to the .Atlantic signed with UCF. A four-year
Melbourne Central Catholic High Sun All-Freshman team in 2002 standout for Suffern High School .
SchooL was also a member of the for the Golden Knights. Cushman in Suffern, N.Y, McDevitt also
Olympic Development Program also played for the Indiatlantic spent five years on the ODP team
for
three
years.
The Fbrce Club Team and was part of in New York McDevitt, a 5-foot-8
midfielder/fmward
currently two state championship teams.
midfielder, was named to the allplays club soccer for the Coral
Leanne Fbster is a 5-foot-6 state team once in her career
Springs Storm.
midfielder/forward from Engie- while also garnering all-county,
Rosinsky plays forward and . wood, Colo. A four-time letterwin-:- all-section and all-league merits
midfield at Sarasota's Riverview ner at Berthoud High School, three times. McDevitt also particiHigb School. He was named the · Fbster was part of the Olympic pated .on the club level for the
team's most valuable offensive Development Program from 1999- World Class Soccer Club. She was
player and earned first-team all~ 2002 and also participated in the . named MVP of the U18
area honors as a sophomore after ODP Regional Camp in 2000 and Millennium Division at the Orange
scoring 26 goals and adding 36 2002. Fbster also played for the Classic in December of 2002 while
assists. During hl& career, he also Colorado Rush Soccer Club, one also playing last summer with the
played with the Largo Wolves, of the top clubs in the nation. Her New Jersey Stallions of the W
'Tum.pa Bay Kickers and, most club team won four state champi- League.
. recently, with the IMG Soccer onships and also placed second in
Shannon Wmg is a 5-foot-7
Academy.
the. International Tournament at forward/midfielder from Gulf
Playing left midfield/defense the Nike Headquarters in Breeze High School in Gulf
for most of his career, Loyd has Portlan~ Ore.
Breeze. A four-year standout at
been member of five champiKristen Huang is .a 5-foot-3 ·Gulf Breeze, Wmgwas named the
onship teams since 1999. In 2003, defender from Edgewater High Florida 2A Player of the Year in
he earned an all-county nomina- School in Orlando. A three-year addition to earning the Pensacola
tion for his performance as his letterwinner at Edgewater, Huang All-Area Player of the Year award
Plantation High School squad was nawed first team all-metro in during her career. Wmgplayed 4.5
won the District 10 title.
2000:-01 while also garnering seasons on the state ODP team
The 2002 Golden Knights had Rookie of the Year honors as -a and also played for the Pensacola
a record of 10-8-3 overall, 5-2-1 in freshman and was the team's Samba Club Team. Current. UCF
the Atlantic Sun. They won the defensive fy1VP as a sophomore. player and A-Sun All-Freshman
conference championship ·and Huang also captured MVP honors team member Summer Savage
advanced to the NCAA Division I at the Apopka High School played with Wmg in high school
Soccer Tournament for the first Tournament in January.
Jessalyn Withers is a local
time in school history.
Christine Mascia is a 5-foot-8 product from Melbourne and Eau
goalkeeper from Massapequa Gallie High School. Withers will
Women's soccer hauls in
High School in Massapequa, N.Y join her former high school teamimpressive recruiting class
A member of the ODP in New mate and current UCF standout
UCF
Coach
Amanda York, Mascia also enjoyed plenty Allison Blagriff at UCF in the fall.
Cromwell announced Friday the of success on the club level. Withers is a 5-foot-5 midfielder
signing of nine student-athletes to Mascia
played
for
the who Wc}S named her team's most
national letters of intent to .play · Massapequa Soccer Club, which outstanding newcomer of the year
soccer for the Golden Knights. is coached by former UCF player as a freshman while also garnerEight high schoo~ players gave Lisa Gozley. During her time on ing all-conference honors over her
Cromwell their signatures to the Massapequa.Soccer Club, her career. Withers played on the club
begin playing soccer for UCF in team won three Eastern New York level for the Melbourne Tsunami.
the fall of 2003.
State Championships. An out"This recruiting class has to standing athlete, Mascia also
-COMPILED FROM
help fill major holes with the played volleyball on the prep level
STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS
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third straight·

SADIE SHAM
, STAFF WRITER

With the defeat of
the University of South
Florida Bulls on Friday
afternoon, the UCF
women's tennis team
picked up its third
straight victory. The
Golden Knights dominated South Florida, 61, at the USF Varsity
Tennis Courts. The Knights (4-2)
won seven of nine matches against
the Bulls (1-4)~
Although the No.1 doubles duo
of Julie Pecastaing and Anna
Westin fell to the Bulls' Luisa
Obando and Fabian.a Taverna, UCF
still picked up the doubles point.
Pamela Fernandez and Ola Luczak ·
defeated Gina Craig ahd Talia
Romero, 8-5, at No. 2. Fbr the third
consecutive match, Kristina
Lohmos and Amira Samara were

successful at No. 3, beating
Pat Kolendo and Jamie
Larson, 9-7.
In the singies division,
Westin dropped Fabian:a
Taverna, 6-2, 6-3, at No. 1.
Fernandez, a 7-5, 6-2 winner over Craig at No. 5 was
the only other GolClen
Knight to win in two sets.
Pecastaing (No. 2) defeatPecasting ed Obando, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3
while Lohmos ·(No. 3)
outscored Kolendo 6-0, 2-6, 6-0.
Luczak (No. 4) picked up the win
against Romero 6-3, 2-6, 6-1.
The only South Florida player to
walk away with a ·singies win was
Belen Pandre, a 6-2, 6-1 winner at
No. 6 ov:~r Amira Samara.
· UCF will have alm.os.t two
weeks off until its next match, Feb.
27 at Florida Atlantic. The Atlantic
Sun Conference match in Boca
Raton is scheduled to begin at 10
a.m.

Oviedo Bowling .Center
376. E Broadway St

Ovie<\o, FL 32765
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Present your student ID at the time of purchase. Valid at Kinko's of
Waterford Lakes, 899 N. Alafaya Trail, Orlan-do, FL 32828. 10%
discount applicable on regularly priced Kink.o's products and services
excluding postage, shipping, gift certificate purchase, Ink Jet Cartridges,
Kodak® Picture Maker purchase. This offer cannot be used in
combination with volume pricing, custom-bid orders, sale items or other
coupons, special offers or discounts, Offer valid at time of purchase
only and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future
purchases. No cash value. Kink.o's may require written permission from
the copyright holder in order to reproduce any copyrighted work. Kink.o's
and Tap Into the Network are proprietary marks of Kin.ko's Ventures,
Inc. and are used by permisssion.© 2003 Kinko's Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
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ROBINSON REPLACES HUFF

Check out Thursday's Future for a feature on
new Special Teams coordinator-Joe Robinson.

Sigma Chi repeats
corner
JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sigma Chi_used its experienoo and ability to knock of surprise finalist SAE :in four games to
win the 2003 Dodgebail League.
Sigma Chi, the No. 2 seed, lost itS
first game of the night to the No. 31
soo:led Citronauts and p~ed
to go undefeated for the remainder of the tournament. The tour- ,
nament got off to a shocking start,
as top soo:l End of an Era was
upset by No. 32 Terun Skoot. Skoot
rode the momentum for their historical . upset by defea=the
aging O'IX>yles squad to
re
to the final eight. Joining th m in
the elit.e eight would be the Haz
Beens, who upset the No. 4 seeded Stoner Squad The tournament wasn't kind t.o the No. 3 and
No. 5 soo:led squads also, _as ATO
_and Pike were both walloped
early on by DU and Putty Patroi
respectively. The only other top 10
teams to make .tt to the final eight
were the Moose Knuckles and
Kappa Sigma.

In the elite eight, the brackets were re-seeded st.arting with

the No. 20 Haz Beens agc;tinst the
No. 19 DU team. The Haz Beens
rode the quickness of Geno
Jarquin and trickery of Fenpe
Olvera to quiet a boisterous
crowd and find a spot :in the final
four. Sigma Chi called out the
Moose . Knuckles
:in theQuarterfinals, and beat them
handily 3-0 thanks to Glen Lyle
and Mike Romano. ~ put
Cinderella to bed, as Team
Skoot's run ended. SAE's Tute
Turllach took bis team to the final
four where they would face
Kappa Sigma - who plastered

the Big Gu1ps.

·

The semi-finals didn't have
the drama that was present earlier in the night, as Sigma Chi and
..sAE ran right through their opponents to the finals: SAE ran out of
gns in the best-of-seven championship round, as Sigma Chi's
relentless attack painted them
into an early deficit. It was an over
when Sigma Chi's Ed White
knocked off the final man during a
two-on-one advan~ to end the
tournament.
·

Classes
starting soon!
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Cla~ses

begin Thursday, April 3, 2003
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GAE: Classes·begin Tuesday, Feb. 25, 2003
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407-282-4000 •Across from UCF
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FREE DEUVERY!

MCAT: Classes begin Monday, May 12, 2003
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$5.00 off
with this coupon, on pick·up orders
of 7 cookies or more
expires 2/13/03

855 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes
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NASCAR gives·· fans high-octane fix
.S

MIKE R,IEG~EL
STAFF WRITER

ophomore Chad Mazerlyn's girlfriend has
an unusual hobby, for a girl anyway.
She is a die-hard NASCAR fan and
wanted nothing more than to spend
Valentine's Day weekend watching race drivers
spin their tires at the Daytona 500.
So Mazerlyn, 20, skipped the candy and
flowers and instead whisked his girlfriend, freshman Julie Brennan, to Daytona Sunday for her
first NASCAR race.
"I've wanted to go [to Daytona] since I was a
little girl. I've never been able to see the big race
[until now]," Brennan, 18, said.
For the past 15 years, sophomore Heather
Hruby, 19, also has been a NASCAR-enthusiast.
Hruby, who spent all last week checking
NASCAR Web sites and watching the SPEED
channel to prepare for the race Sunday, has
attended every Daytona 500 race since 1987.
"I have gone to Daytona for the races since I
.was four years old," Hruby said. "I grew up in a
family where our Sunday activities were watching the race and relaxing."
Like Brennan and Hruby, about 250,000 race
fanatics traveled to Daytona International
Speedway.to watch the pinnacle event in motor
- sports, while millions more watched on television. N~CAR fans on eBay bid as high as $760
for a singie ticket to the event.
UCF sociology professor. Jim Wright is so
passionate about NASCAR that the race enthusiast wrote a book about the nation's obsession
with NASCAR racing.
"I could talk about NASCAR for hours," he
KATIE FLATH

PLEASE SEE Prof's ON 22

I CFF

Heather Hruby, 19, has been a NASCAR fanatic for 15 years. Her collection of precious memorabilia of past NASCAR events has filled her room from wall to wall.

-

Domino's doesn't deliver to a cell
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

Sophomore Eon Green, 19, and her
friends wanted to try Domino's new dots.
So, they called Domino's to place the
order and were rejected. Why? Because
they were calling from a cell phone, the
only line available in their college apartment.
Domino's Pizza now accepts the
UCF Smart Card -as a method of payment, but does not accept orders given
over cell phones.
Chris Bailey, shift manager at
Domino~, explained the pizza chain's
policy. "Cell phones don't work all the
time. They aren't reliable,"Bailey said.
'We send drivers out with pizza and they
can't get a hold of people. This results in
a food cost loss."
However, the majority of pizza
delivery chain locations in the UCF /
area, such as Papa John's, Pizza Hut
and Donatos, do accept orders given
over cell phones.
Todd Von Graff, manager of
Papa John's UCF, said cell-phone
orders reflect the cu,rrent times.
"Nowadays, you have to accept
orders when customers call
from cell phones," Von Graff
said. "It's all people have ·in a
lot of circumstances."
Gerald Collazo, manager
of Pizza Hut, said that his
store normany accepts cellphone orders during the
day.
''.At night we usually do
now as long as there is a
feasible address," Collazo
said. "But it is looking out for
· the safety of the drivers. If someone orders from a pay phone that is ·

at a plaza, we usually deliver. But not if it
is just at a payphone in an unlit location."
Collazo said drivers actually like
cell-phone orders, because they contact
delivery,customers more efficiently.
Senior Cortney Smjh, 21, said that a
pizza store's decision not to accept cell
phone orders does not affect her at all.
She still would call whichever pizza location has the best deals.
"I have an apartment phone
and a cell phone," Smith said. "I

ILLUSTRATION BY CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD / CFF

always use my apartment phone to order
from places."
However, many students, such as
sophomore Melissa Fields, 19, are discouraged from calling places to order
food if they do not accept cell-phone
orders.
"I always order food from Pizza Hut
on my cell phone when I am driving
home," Fields said. "I would never order
from a place that won't accept a cellphone order."
Many college apartment corµplexes
do not offer students a local phone number·unless they pay more, so many opt to
keep their cell phone as a main line
because it costs less
Junior Alicia Farinella, 21, thinks
the pizza policy makes no sense. ''All I
have is my cell phone," Farinella said. "I
think it is stupid that some places wouldn't accept my order. They are just losing
business this way."
Jim Bulfin, manager of Donato's
UCF, said that his store only
accepts cell-phone orders
· if it is a local number.
"If people don't have
a local number, it makes it
look very suspicious,"
Bulfin said. 'We need a
local number to verify orders
in case the driver gets
lost."
Junior
Stephen
Donahue, 21,
thinks Domino's
should change with
the times. "Places like
Domino's lose business by
not accepting cell-phone orders,"
Donahue said. "They need to realize
that land lines are on the decline and get
more modern."

Local student ·
musicians battle
for .stardom
LANDY MELNICK
STAFF WRITER

UCF's aspiring music ·stars rocked the
UCF Arena · 1ast Wednesday at the annual
Battle of the Bands music competition.
Eight bands had been selected out of 47
applicants to compete in UCF's own ''American
Idol" -style competition where they performed .
.before a panel of judges from major recol'.d
labels for a chance to win a slot in aXis
Magazine's Florida Music Conference showcase and perform in the Florida Music Festival.
The eight competing bands -'- Berman, .
Jupiter's Driye, Don King Lives in My
Backyard, Clean Getaway, Sound the Alarm,
Stretching FM, Hillside and It Rains for Caleb
- all had to cover a single s~ng and play a 15-:
minute set.
'
The bands featured in the competition
were of varying musical genres and the bands
tore through covers that ranged · from Elton
John to the theme song from the Mighty
·
Morphin Power Rangers.
In true ''American Idol" form, judges didn't
spare any musician's feelings ~d bluntly criticized each band's material.
"You need to turn the effects down. You
sound like a toilet," 'Yas one of many cutting
- responses from the selective panel of generally
unimpressed judges.
The crowd didn't sp·are any feelings, either.
.Responses varied from distaste to genuine
enthusia,sm. The crowd favorite, Don King
Lives in My Backyard, not only pleased the
audience but also impressed the judges, who
awarded them second place and invited them to
perform at the TD Waterhouse Centre during
PLEASE Sim Jupiter.ON 24
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Thrift-store clothing sparkS latest fashion .trend
Heather Sander-son's brother '
Matt, 17, who. is taking over Echo
Exchange, lmew it would not be
Thrift stores sprouting up easy due to the competition
around Orlando cater to students between the larger chain stores
such as junior Emi Kaneko, 21, and the smaller singie businesses. .
who loye the tr~ndyvintage look at
''You ean get the same stuff
affordable prices.
here that you get there," he said.
Ebr Kaneko, used jeans are ''A lot of the stuff is just a season
her favorite thrift-stqre item. old, espe~ially With new, worn
Faded boot-cut jeans that sell for jeans - you can't tell the differ·
about $40 at a chain store can be ence."
bought at a local ·thrift store for
Heather ~anderson also
about $7 - and the creases in the aclmowledged the retail challenge.
front are real, not machine-made.
·. "Orlando was just getting into
"I look for denim that looks · the thrift-store trend. I had to face
washed and has some holes," the. statistic that the ·majority of
Kaneko said.
small businesses close within the
The lure of wearing an old prst year," she said.
·
shirt that is back in style not only
But customers enter the
has proven to be ·economical and stores for more than just clothes.
inimitable for many students, but Senior Mandy DeBoer, 22, said she
also enti~s students to jump on shops at the Goodwill and Thriftco
the "already-been-worn" band- stores for kitchen items ·and potwagon. Large corporations like tery from the 1970's.
Urban Outfitters and Old Nayy are
When it comes to clothing, it's
even.taking a ride.
hard to find . something good,
Heather Sanderson, 24, DeBoer said. "You have to look
owner of Echo Exchange, noticed through everything, and a lot of the
the thrift-store trend about four shirts are too big and old-lady
years agu when she frequented a stuff.'.'
vintage store in PhoeniX. The store
However, there are certain
was just a warehouse full of old styles that attract more customers
- clothes but the crowds still poured than others, Matt Sanderson said
in, she said.
"Soft, fluent peasant shirts
"I. lmew there was a huge are big right now. Anything that
market to take advantage of."
Canie Bradshaw from 'Sex and
After relocating to Orlando, the City' would wear sells."
-Sanderson found an absence of
The harcl--core punk look from
used-tj.othing stores. After becom- the '80s has also emerged within
ing aware of the chance to tap into the last year, Matt Sanderson said.
a negiected market, she decided to· But the very latest style he has
invest her creativity, fashion sense noticed is one that emulates the
and entrepreneurial spirit into · '50s.
owning her own business.
"Cinched-waist dresses that
LISA HOTTLE
STAFF WRITER

·crossword
ACROSS
1 Road rollers
6 Ms. MacGraw
9 Used a
keyboard
14 Pontificate
15 Fellow
16 Blusher
17
Carta
18 NASA outpost
19 Popular treats
20 Forthright one .
23 "~Nowor
Never"
24 Overweight
25 Black goo
28 Harmonized
32 Example
33 Raw mineral
34 Change prices
35 More unusual
36 Grave letters
37 Cuddly George
Lucas creature
38 Round dances
39 Italian city
40 Little bite
41 Handles roughly
Ill> 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
42 Confronts
· All rights reserved.
boldly
43 6th sense
44 Dancer Pavlova
7 Bind with rope
45 Copland and
8 To such an
Spelling
extenttnat
· 46 Haggard novel
9 Harness-racing
47 Silent
horse
agreement
10 -Eld
48 Diminish
11 U.S.
49 Contemporary
commonwealth
picture taker
12-Conceit
56 Create a chasm 13 _Plaines; IL
58 Agile deer
21 & so forth
59 Measuring strip 22 Desert refuges
60 Prisoner forever 26 Up for the day
61 Back of a bus.
27 Go by again
62 Acclamation
28 Ryan and
63 Group seats
Dunne
64 Family dog
29 Somewhat
65 Motts
recent
30 Paid a visit
DOWN
31 Tibetan ox
· 1 Hanks and
32 "Cheers"
45 Natl. TV network
Brokaw
barmaid
48 Choose
2 Contemporary
35 Going both
50 Inspiration
Babylon
ways
51 Top-rated
3 Prego rival
38 Vietnam capital
52 Greatly
4 Italian volcano
39 Links score
5 Cauterizing
41 Feeding troughs 53 Model
Macpherson
6 Out of order
42 Actress Shelley

ot/17/03

Please see
answers on
. page 12

54 Act like a
bookworm
55 Liberal _
56 RRs on
trestles
57 Duran Duran
song

Be sure to pick up The ,-Future
this Thur5daY
/ . for ·our special

restqurant I entertainment guide

MICHELE GAGNE

I CFF

Matt Sanderson, 17, straightens vintage clothing, a style that is both economical and stylish; at the Echo Exchange on Oniversity Boulevard.
are [flowy] and end at the knee sell
quickly."
Although not_many people
wear these styles in Orlando, there
is a high demand in New York for
these styles, he said.
''While it's not quite mainstream, college students come in a
lot more than high-schoolers."
Echo Exchange features
many varieties of women's clothing from the disco era to the mid
'9()s board shorts. The store operates ~y buying clothes from customers or other thrift outlets, then
selling them for a little more. A ·
seller must make an appointment

to sell clothes and expect to Japan, that it is more expensive to ·
receive 30 percent of the original shop there than in retail stores.
purchase price.
"We have a lot of buyers that
It is obvious the new look of . go to Hawaii or New York and buy
worn clotheshas replaced.the pfi&. clothes for say $1 and then sell
them in Japan for up to $100. It's a
tine style, Matt Sanderson said.
"I think .it's because the rip-off." .
Although lllost people are
clothes are softer to the touch and
harder to find."
turned off by t~e thought of used
DeBoer appreciates that thrift clothing and the less organized
stores are usually run independ- atmosphere, it is still no reason to
ently. "I shop there partially avoid at least going in to look
because .it's cheaper and partially around, Sanderson said.
because it's not corporate."
"H I can get them in the door
Junior Eriko Sata, 26, said the and they buy something, they'll
thrift-store trend has bec<?me so most likely come back again and
popular in her native country, again."
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Music retailers target
dOwnloader .demographic
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA
STAFF WRITER

Last month, six retail record stores banded
. ·together to form a new digital music venture Called
Echo, which will allow customers to download music
either online or in stores.
·· The Echo consortium
includes
Best
Buy,
Hastings Entertainment,
Inc., Tower Records,

. ~ram

!low
rs to
1oad
-store ./·

I·

Virgin Entert&inment Group, Wherehouse Music
and Trans World Entertainment Corporation, operator of FYE (Fbr Your Entertainment), Coconuts,
Strawberries, Specs an<:l Planet Music.
Once each company obtains a license, which
enables them to compete in the digital music arena,
the Echo partners will be able to provide individual
or Echo co-branded music products and services.
''We think the timing is right," said John J.
Sullivan, chief financial . officer for Trans World
Entertainment. "What we have to do now is secure
the lic~nses for each company and develop an ecoJ:!Omic mgdel. It's in its infant stage."
·
. Although ea.Ch store may use the technology
supplied by Echo at its own discretion, stores could
allow customers to access sotne music tracks for
free and listen to the rest for a fee, or have portable
players c0me pre-loaded with
music, also for a fee.
Customers also may be
able to download songs both
over the Internet and through
in-store kiosks.
With so much music offered
today, the key is to satisfy the
consumer; knowing where they
want to get it and that they want
it at a good price, said Sullivan.
But even offering music at
reasonable prices may not be
· enough to entice buyers.
- "Every other day I download
about 400 ·megabits, the equivalent
to four albums, from anywhere I
can find music · easily," Greg
Elderidge, 19, said. "I enjoy listening
to music that I couldn't otherwise
afford. I couldn't afford four
.
albums evecy other day."
Similar endeavors to Echo,
such as MusiC Net and PressPlay,
have not shared the same success
and popularity with consumers as
illegal file-swapping programs such
as Napster and Kazaa.
. "Short answer, [Echo's] format
isn't acceptable," Elderidge said. "I
can get music with no restrictions. I
don't want to have right-restricted
music."
The music chains fee~ however, th~
Echo model will provide greater value
and therefore, prove more successful.
"Digital distribution is widespread
through .file sharing," Sullivan said. "It's a
terrific opportunity to expand the market
and satisfy the consumers need. I wouldn't
be involved in something if I didn't think. it
would be successful."
~
Sullivan said the date that Echo will
launch has not yet been determined.
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Flexible ·Schedules • ·Benefits
Growth o·pportunities
. Apply in Person

Mon - Sat. 10-6
1761 W. State Rd. 434
Longwood, FL 32750

407-331-425.6

www.bonefishgrill.com

11680 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando
(between Wal-Mart & Albertson's, next
to Big Lot's, across from Days Inn)

Breakfast Buffet Tu.es. - Sun. • Lunch and Dinner 7 Days a Week

·----~----··---------·
3

:$3
l
OFF
::10
OFF:
I
II
.
-I
I

PURCHASE OF ANY

I TWO ADULT BUFFETS
I With drink purchase. Fri., Sat
I or Sun. dinner buffet only. With
.coupon. Not valid with any other
I offer. Expires 4/30/03.
·

11
.
. · I
11 ,BREAKFAST, LUNCH _ I
I I or DINNER BUFFET I
11 With coupen. Not valid with any I
11 other offer. Expires 4/30/03. I

·---------··-~-------·
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Prof's b0ok details NASCAR culture
FROM PAGE
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said.
Called "Fixin' to Git:
One Fan's Love Affair with
NASCAR's Winston Cup,"
his book released last year,
details what the professor
saw and heard after
attending several races
.and speak:ing with hun-·
dreds of fans at tracks all
over the nation.
"There isn't any one
particular reason [that
NASCAR is so popular].,
but NASCAR has always
had a substantial following, and they've got a great
and unique product," he
said. "Watching those guys
drive 190 miles per hour
bumper-to-bumper and
side-by-side can certainly
change the 'rednecks turning left' perception that
some have."
The accessibility ·of

UCF Sociology Professor Jim Wright turned his
passion for NASCAR's into "Fixin' to Git: One Fan's
Love Affair with Nascar's Winston Cup," a book he.
published last year.

the stars is one of
NASCAR's greatest assets
and .is another reason
many find the sport so
engaging, Wright said.
Most
important,
Wright s:;tid the sport has
found a place in many people's hearts b~cause it is
such a family-oriented
event.
"NASCAR projects a
family-friendly atmosphere
and many people respond
to that," Wright said.
Hruby, who grew up
watching NASCAR surrounded by her family, says
that's why she enjoys the
motorsports culture so
much.
"While at the track, if
feels as though you are
part of a family. Everyone is
very nice to one another,
drivers do not charge for
autographs and go out of
their way to meet fans."
·
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Schedule
of Activities
. \tw
.
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Tue Feb 18
~;~O P~.~E~~E~ ~orbJ:i'?~ :fax I~~ghff '

w

Commurucatio.n; SU 3I6~ii,
' ·· ~
8 pm CAB Popular Entertainment presents
Hypnotjst Torn Detuca;, UCP Arena,. R~e, to~
~veryone.
"

Tickets available in OSA for CAB Myst~ry Dinner
'Theater event on 3-13-03
7;30 pm EKCEL workshop usay n ~ght:'" ,
Communication, SU 224

Thti Feb 20'
.

~.

4:30 prri: VUCF Best Buddies. Have pizza,, meet UCF
.}Jen's BQ.sketpallte,a m, <l!ld watch the game with ·
Kyour buadie,,,·Meet at Lake Clahe. '" · , ·
·
7 ,pm VU~ Get Car.?ed into table at UCF Men's
Basketh>;Ul gam,e. Yolunt¢ers wilJ'hand out ipfo on ·'
organ ~fid tissue'donation, UcF Arell:a, ~
.

sat Febit22
.

, ·, ·

~-

·~

12!30 pm VUCF ,t::ity·W.ide Citrus Gleaning. Come
pick and box fruit for the ~Jlomeless of ~~ptral
, . Florid~. %
Carpool from the front of Millican :tJall at

·12:30pm
·
10_.*f._
. ~m -- SJ1R 10 am 'the Ufilversityof Central Florida.
~-

!' •

,)4'.:.

:'tf.~--

,

~°\~~

.

rn

1 - 2pm EKCEL workshop ''Where Do You Stand,"
~gm.onfKey

221·

.

~

%., ·

.

·.

."

•

8:30 pm "Creative I?ating" with Dr: David ·c oleman. ·
.P egausus B~llroom.
t .

WedFeb19

l

M,}!t· d~·

Mon Feb 24 · .

- .-

,;:-: - . ~--=

:&

:::?(··_ ..:"

':'"; :·.

· 1'ance NIIarathon: Re.creat}on and"'Wellness Center.

Tue Feb 25 ~ Student Leader Recognition day
(come by OSA·to .b e part of pur phpto coll~ge)
10:30 am w_o rkshop-"HowValuable Are You"·with · ·
Dr. David Coleman. Key West Ballroom
1 -2pm EKCEL workshoH. nS~dy ,S111arte~ Not · . " ·
Harder, II ngmont Key 224
.. . .
8:30 pm "A Black Belt in Leader~hip" with Dr. Mich~.al
· E>unphy. .Pegasus ~BallroQU} ' "\i · . .
l\ "';

•

.... ~

:ii

Wed Feb 26
-~
9 pm CAB Cinema.presen~? 'Th~ Rti1e1s:·o~t
y

,.

., · " ~-

. Attraction," Cape Floridfl. Ballroom.
·
1 - 2pm EJSCEL workshop ''Breaking the I~e,
Becoming a Team," Egm@nt Key ~224
t:

Thu Feb 27 .
-·
·~ ·
. "
i .5'2pm ~KCEL'.work~hop" "Good"inough, '.!
M

.

..

.

.

•

.

,EgmontKey 224 ,

,,
l~L?apm me~ H~ppard _Il.~p,~e a~tArno~9,, Pa,tm~r," ~~/''

J.

~ospital. Volunteers will help families oftsick'c pildreh.

\:arpoolfrom the front of Milijcan Hall at 12:30 p:m
%

•

4
:::

,,:~

~{\; ·~)- ~J4*t:: ~.,,

,~~~iw ~, (~:it,-_4\':

The Un~versity of Central Florida Dance Marathon
February 22 - February 23, 10 am-: 10 am
Recreation and Wellness Center.
.'

The UCF Dance Marathon is a 24-hour no sitting, no sleeping fundraising event that benefits the Children's
Miracle Network. The Children's Miracle Network provides comprehensive care and monetary support for '
pediatric cancer patrons and their families while contin~ing to foster innovative pediatric cancer research

For more info on any of these events contact the Office of Student Activities, Rm. 208 in the SU, or call 407. 823.6471

Visit us on the web at osa.sdes.ucf.edu
Funded by t~e Activity and Service Fee as allocated by SGA .
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Ask
a

doc

Dr. Michael Deichen
UCF Student Health Services

A friend of mine says she
usually has th'is smell when
she fin'ishes having sex and
she does not know hoiv she
got it. Could she have an
infection? Also, ifI have my
period, should I cancel my
gynecologi,st awointment?

A potential concern associated with such an odor is infection. Whether a woman is sexually active or not, she may
develop vaginitis. Three common forms of vaginitis are
yeast, thrichomonas and bacterial vaginosis.
A yeast vaginitis is usually
caused by candida albicans and
can occur after the use of

antibiotics, with diabetes, or
spontaneously. It causes itchiness and clumpy white vaginal
discharge.
'Thrichomonas is a flagellated protozoan organism that
causes a vaginitis associated
with a copious foamy discharge. This can be transmitted
sexually, therefore both patient ·
and partner are generally treated.
Bacterial vaginosis is
caused by a variety of bacteria.
Unless the male partner ·has
visible irritation from the head
of his penis, only the patient is
treated. This particular vaginitis classically causes a bad
odor. Other infections that
include STDs (GC, chlamydia,
herpes, venereal warts, etc.)
can also cause vaginal discharge and odor. Therefore, my
best advice for your friend is to
see one of o_u r health providers.
In response to your second
question, I would suggest that
you follow through with a gynecology appointment even if you
are menstruating. If this is the
case, various other health
issues can be raised and a partial exam be conducted.
Often, the need for such an
appointment is tied to the need
for renewal of contraceptive
pills. We can usually temporarily refill such medicines pending
completion of the full exam.

Got a question you'd like to ask a Doc?
E-mail: Askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

Public Bus Service
Free Downtown
Circulator
ERIC STEVENSON

I CFF

Transportation for
t~e Disabled -

Hillside w~s one of eight group~ that fought for the victory and title of "Best Band" at
the annual performance of the ~ttle of the Bands on Feb. 12 in the UCF Arena.

Jupiter's Drive wins
'Best Band' battle
FROM PAGE

19

an Orlando Magic game.
But the funk/rap group
Jupiter's Drive became the new
Battle of the Bands champions.
The band's hardcore style has
varying ·influences that :r:a:rige
from Jimi Hendrix and Bob
Marley to Linltin Park and Tool.
The weathered Florida
group of Jupiter's Drive is
made up of Jae Mclain and Pat
Acline on vocals, Randy
Ketterman on bass guitar,
Brandon Gibbs on drums,
Jordan Donaldson on lead guitar and Max Sapper, who espe-

cially impressed the judges
with his skill and ability on the
turntables.
"I thought it was great. We
really rocked out, we got a good
response [from the crowd] and
·a positive response from the
judges," Donaldson said.
Jae Mclain was overwhelmed to hear they had won.
''Aw, man, it feels great, I
can't even describe the feeling,"
Mclain said. "We've been in
competitions and we've always
come in second place. To actually win it, all the bands were
really, really talented. It could
have been anybody. Anybody."

1-4 Roadside
Assistance

?

k •.

·.
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Energy-drink makers targeting hard-partying night-dubbers
.

NICK SORTAL

sourn FIORIDASUN-SENTINEL
Sweaty

twenty-somethings

rooch for another burst of energy,
almost like in a 'IV oommercial.

Envision the voioo-over: When
you're with friends wanting to take it
to the limit, one little rnn will koop you
going.
But this energy-drink moment
isn't brought to you at a mornillg gym
workout, or even an afternoon beach
surf. It's well past midnight and the
verb involved is "party."
Energy-drink companies are
falling all over themselves to rooch
young adults, and one of the most
popular plaoos they cast their nets
has little to do with health. It's latenight dance· clubs and bars.
Sometimes the drinks are mixed with
liquor - Red Bull and vodka have
been wedded for about two years now
- but more often revelers not wanting to miss a beat are reaching for
them strmght up. Perhaps it's the current generaticm's version of having a
cup of mffee between martinis.
"It's a national phenomenon,"
said Robert Plotkin, president of the
National Bar & Restaurant
ManagBment Association. About 60
energy-drink brands were vying for
bartenders' attention at the annual
national trade show in Las Vegas.
"Ws viewed as an after-hours potion,
if you will, a way for non-aloohol to
even out with aloohol"
The energy drinks, on one level,
feed into the nation's move away from
alcohoL he says. Five out of every
seven poople who enter a restaurant
are predisposed not to drink alcohoL
Plotkin cites. Similarly, dance clubs

are adding energy drinks and country-western bars are selling longneck
nonalooholic beers.
But there's also the twiSt of taking a product originally created for
sports and late-night studying and
using it as a mixer. Whether the effect
of energy drinks and alcohol is physical or mental really doesn't matter.
The companies are pushing to
get into the bars because that's where
the moneyis. The intrigue to drinkers
is the notion that they can oounteract
the depressing effect of alcohol by
taking in some mffeine or other energizing elements.
"The bar industry isn't dominated by oonsumers who think about
what they're doing or are careful
spenders," Plotkin says.
He's not quite sure when adding
alcohol to an energy drink became
bip, but it made the bars happier:
instead of selling a C3iI1 of Red Bull for
$3, aba1f-can of Red Bulland a shot of
vodka routinely go for $7 or more.
'1t just became a natural extension to drop it onto vodka and rum
and use it in drink-making," Plotkin
said ''Not onJy vodka and light rum,
but a Long Beach iced tea or a cosmopolitan..
''Fbr example, take the cranberry juice out of a Long Beach iced tea
and put the energy drink in. The taste
profiles are very similar. It's just a
gnod wrinkle."

Gerry Kelly, co-owner of Level
nightclub on Miami's South Beach,
said he's "inundated" with energy
drink promoters coaxing him to mrry
their product.
''.And it seems every week
there's a new one on the market," he
said At his club, poople are mostly

GEORGE SKENE/ KRT CAMPUS (ORIANDO SENTINEL)

Red Bull is apopular drink mixer at downtown clubs such as Mako's on Church Street.

buying the energy drinks by themselves.
But at Murphy's Law in Fbrt
Lauderdale, bartender Tim Perry
says there's more mixing going on.
''There's been a steady growth, mostly from the younger poople," he said
The energy-drink oompanies
see opportunities in bars, hoping to
get just 1 peroont or 2 peroont of a
diverse market. Theywant just a little
place on the oounter, and if they're not
market-leader Red Bull, theywant to
imitate it. Red Bull has 70 percent of
the pie, and approaches $200 million
in sales.
''They've done a tremendous,
tremendous job. They've laid the
groundwork for us," said Soon Healy,
CEOofDarkllig, basedinBaroolona,
Spain, but with a U.S. distribution
base in Hollywood. Dmk IX>gs niche
is taste-based, he says, so it is less
dependent on being mixed with aloo-

hol 'ThstingB are offered at anto races
and extreme sports events.
'1 think the energy drink sootor
in general is here to stay. lt'Jl weed
itself out. Hopefully, when the maJ.lket
cle,ars we'll be No. 2."
But some big bitters also want
that spot. Pepsi-Cola's Adrenaline
Rush, Coca-Cola's KMX and
Anheuser-Busch's 180 are big businesses' attempts to take a picrn out of
RedBull
It's the yo-yo effect of mffeine
and alcohol that intrigues the
drinkers. The idea= use the energy
drink to speed you up, but still get
your buzz.
The drinks contain taurine,
which is an amino acid, and partiers
claim it is a stronger aloohol overrider than mffeine.
"'They're a little bit different, but
basically the same," said Richard
Weisman, a University of Miami toxi-

9DooblE~ge

cologist who is a consultant at
Jackson Memorial Hospital's emergency room. "But as far as negating
aloohoL it definitely is a myth."
But just to make sure the central
neivous system gets the message to
rev it up, the drinks also usually
throw in caffeine, too - about the
same amount in a cup of coffee.
Meanwhile, true sports drinks,
such as Gatorade, are designed to
help replace electrolytes and lost
body fluids and don't contain caffeine.
That's because-caffeine is a diuretic,
which would work oounter to fluid
replacements.
Energy-drink consumers may
not realize just how intoxicated they
are getting, or understand they're
drunk despite being awake, Weisman
warns, Caffeinated-but-still-drunk
drivers crash cars just as e.asily as
other drunks.
"It's another one of those traps
that poople need to know about," he
said '1f you don't feel you can drive,
(an energy drink) is not going to
improve your coordination or alertness. Just don't drive."
But Weisman agrees with the
energy drinks' disclaimer when it
oomes to aloohol and responsibility:
The energy drinks are no more guilty
than orangB juice, colas or any other
mixers.
'1t is a matter of fact that poople
mix all kinds of drinks with aloohol
and that on-premise outlets sell these
mixed drinks," according to Red
Bull's Web site. "Obviously, aloohol
can be dangerous for your he,alth if
consumed in excess. However, we
have to reinforoo the fact that only the
alooholic part of the mixed drink can
have anegntive impact on health."
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No _purchase necessary, while supplies last. Tickets are available on a first come. first served basis.
[mployees of Dreamworks Pictures. Central Florida Future and DoubleEdge are not eligible.
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Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

450REl'AIL
500 ON CAMPvs
550 EvEN'I'S
600 GREEK LIFE
700Mm:
750 TRAVEL
SOOREuGION

,,office ~ddress
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115

i>a'ment l!etho<f~·

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • dassijieds@IJCFfuture.com

2 ~ues (1 week):
8 ~ues (4 weeb):
24 Issues (12 weeb):
Bolding:
large Headline:

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1 per wk
$1 per wk

. Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

IIiI!J HELP WANTED IIiI!J HELP WANTED IIiI!J HELP WANTED IIiI!J HELP WANTED IIiI!J HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a ·day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. necessary.
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-0277 x 907
3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn _;QB, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612
V~let

Parking Attendants Needed

Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail,
for great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131
PIT Marketing Associate needed.
Startup Oviedo-based satellite service
company. Motivated people only. .
20-25 hrs to start. Full-time potential.
Fax resume to 407-977-8780
or call 407-977-0043.

Telephone sales agents earn
$15-$30/hr. selling quality vacation
pckgs. to existing cust. No Exp. nee.
just a clear, enthusiastic voice and
the willingness to learn. Day, evening
& weekend hrs. avail. Full benefits.
UCF Area. lmmed. Openings Avail.
• E-mail resume to
julia@etourandtravel.com or
fax to 407-658-1768 attn. Julia

TELESALES PIT M-F 5:30-9:30 PM
make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed
environment. Exp: preferred. Leave
message before 5 P.M. otherwise
call 407-678-2385 after 5 P.M.
18+ Attractive females wanted
for paid video interview.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.

Female Model Search

Hiring Mortgage
Lead Generators

See.king Photogenic & attractive
females for online Calendar site.
No experience or nudity required.
Earn $ now. Not you, tell a friend
For info, ~all 9-7.pm 407-694-6740.

Hourly Pay + Commission
Full Time Pay w/ PT Schedule!
We Refinance Mortgages For Home
Owners Right Over The Phone.
!! ! No Saturday Nights I!!
!!! Join The Winning TEAM!!!
CALL 407-366-2360

****SALES PRO'S-WANTED****
*Up to $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 = $25 x 10 = $250) (11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840)
(25+ =·$40 x 25 = $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and Fun Working
Environment
*Flexible part hours avail.
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

Premiere co-ed camp on mountain lake
setting hiring instructors for Water
Sports, Swimming, Waterski, Boating,
Outdoor Adventure, Ropes, Land
Sports, Tennis, Creative & Performing
Arts. Dates, 6/14-8/17. Have a summer
of a lifetime in beautiful Maine!
Apply at www.campwekeela.com.

New adult movie company, Platinum
77 Productions. Needs F's & couples
for adult movies/videos. Make fast
easy $$$. For interview/auditions
call Kasanova 407-421-4579 or Blake
407-230-8611. Lellve message if no
answer.rkasanova@yahoo.com

Make a grand a week!
No selling involved!
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses
Near UCF, 321-207-098~

Are you tired of living
paycheck to paycheck?
Could you use extra income?
www.ushealthdiscount.com

Customer Service/Hospitality
11th Hour business centers. Ft/Pt
and weekend positions open.
Customer service + ~omp. skills a must.
Call Tonya@ 407-850.:0100
to set up an interview.

PRODUO DEMONSTRATOR - Promote Saturn's

new cars at moll displays in Oviedo·& Ocoee. 2 posi-·
tions. Must hove excellent customer service skills &
enthusiasm; must be available Friday eve., all day
Saturday, all day Sunday & other daytime shifts during high traffic moll hours. 20 -30 hrs/week: Hourly
51\TlRN®wage. Pd training. Coll Sabrina at Saturn of Orlando
407-581-3256: EOE. Drug free workplace.

Native English Speaking
Student Wanted!!
Patient, friendly native English
Conversation partner needed to correct
English pronunciation and improve
communication skills.Good Pay, PT,
flexible hours.Email:
czhuo@ mail. ucf.edu

Depressed?

...

Did you know that you may be
suffering from depression if two or
more of the following apply?

• . Problems with Eating
(too much or too little)
• Trouble S~eeping
• No Motivation

• Poor Self Image
• Difficulty Concentrating
• Feeling Downhearted and Blue.

I

Dr. Charles Bailey is offering screenings for participation in a research study·
to those experiencing symptoms of depression while maintaining sexual
activity. Participarits will receive a comprehensive psychiatric examination
and study related drugs. Call CNS Healthcare today for more information.

JOB FAIR - Mon-Fri 1Oa-6p
Steve & Barry's University Sport;;wear
is THE undisputed leader
in the apparel industry. We own
· and operate multiple locations
throughout th,e country and are
undergoing EXPLOSIVE growth!!!!
We are the country's newest, most
exciting retail store. Millions of people
already know us, NOW it's your turn to
JOIN US! Imagine yourself being part of
a dynamic, energetic team at a store
that is the talk of the town. If you are
ready, if you are at the top of your
game, if you are committed to
excellence, consider a future with Steve
and Barry's! Only the most dynamic,
energetic, and motivated will make the
cut. If you are the BEST in retail ...
WE WANT YOU!!!
WE ARE HIRING HEAD CASHIERS,
CASHIERS & SALES ASSOCIATES
- Outstanding Pay! 5222 I-Drive: Look for signs, "Steve &
Barry's Now Hiring" First light gray Belz
construction trailer, comer of Touchston Dr
& I-Drive across from Jared Jewelers.
Call 407-264-9835

STUDENT WORK
$14.00 Base/APPi.
• PTJn
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• customer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186
www.workforstudents.com
Bartender Trainees Needed.
*** $250 a day potential! ***
Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 1do

Help! We are slammed with inbound
calls. They know the price. Very
upscale vacation package. Big
commissions, lots of daily spiffs.
Located near UCFI 321-281-1474.
Ionics
We are a 54 year old international
company. We currently have four
positions available in our marketing
department. Impressive income. No
selling required. Great hours.
Call now 407-830-0107 ext. 230
Mr. John-cash.
ENTERPRISE
Seeking success oriented individuals to
fill Entry-Level
Sales/Marketing/Management-positions
in the Central Florida. area.4 year ·
College degree, sales and customer
service experience with a good driving
record. Fax resume to: 407-670-1744
EOE
MOVIE EXTRAS/ MODELS NEEDED
No experience necessary!! Earn up to
$150-$450/Day!I
Call now for immediate exposure
1-800-814-0277 x 971 Child Care needed in home near
airport. Weeknights only. 6 hours a
night. Please call 407-808-3958.- If no
one is home please leave a message.

r
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Graphic Artist
Newspaper and Ad Layout Exp.
Proficient in Quark. Professional
appearance and strong org skills.
Fax or ema11resume407-737-3099
or graphics@eosun.com
Sales Representative needed to sell,
market, and service a Surf footwear
and apparel line in the greater Orlando,
Tampa and Coco Beach area.
Will train - generous straight
commission compensation, retail
experience a plus, Female
should live and understand the surf &
beach lifestyle. Must have a car &
insurance. Please call: 954-862-2220 or
send resume w/photo to: Maui & Sons
footwear - 9000 Sheridan Street Suite
100, Pembroke Pines, FL 33024

WANTED: Student to help register
the local chapter of a National Honor
Socjety. 3.0 minimum gpa required,
Sophomore preferred. contact
us via email at:
vicepresident@phisigmatheta.org

Ell

FoRSALE

Queen size bed w/ mattress &
headboard. A long dresser w/ a
ll'irror. 1 night stand. Blond Oak
color wood. $500 for the entire set
obo. 401-671-2571. ·

li] AUTOMOTIVE
!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality
auto repair/maintenance, etc?
Don't delay, call
·
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop rates!

'98 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo
4 x 4. Black ext, tan interior. Power
everything. Tinted wihdows.
Exe. cond. $8700/obo.
Call 321-695-8592 for more info.
'97 Honda Accord SE. Great condition,
sunroof, AC, power everything, cruise,
AM/FM cassette, silver/gold color, tan
interior, $8500. 386-677-7660.

Ill

FoRRENT

Room avail. for Male in Northgate
Lakes across from UCF. 3/2 fully
furnished. Reduced to $375/mnth. incl.
util. for sublease through· 8/1/03. $200
security. Call 386-672-9872 or e-mail
Easterbl@flcourts.or~.

2 F seeking M/F to share 3Bd/2Bth. 15
min. from UCF. Rent $260/mnth. + util.
(no more than $70/mnth}. Apt. fully furn.
Must share Bth. No Drugs in apt. Must
like cats. Contact 407-681-6789.

• 1 & 2·bedroom floor plans
• Two Months Free Rent for
Immediate Move·in!
• Summer Wait Ust Specials
(June, July & August)
• Mention this ad and we'll
waive your application fee

()
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FoRRENT

. Roommate to share huge 2Bd/2Ba
apartment in Oviedo gated community.
Room to rent is unfurnished, W/D in
apartment. "Must sign·lease through
December 2003. Rent: $365 + 1/2 util.
exclude.s phone. Call 407-595-0013
for appointm~nt. ·

Room for rent. 2 miles south from UCF.
$300/mnth plus 1/3 util. M/F, duplex.
We have a cat. Call Charles
@ 40.7-716-8978.

[I

Sublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avail.
asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl.
$400/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352 _
.or e-mail Skloy~@aol.com.

Spacious Townhouses

Perform Better! School, -.
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945

Online Filing

Mendel Villas

Do Your Taxes Online @
www.absolutetaxes.com for a minimal
fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ
· and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!

2/2.; w/ garage,
only $650 including w/d.

Available now!
Call 407-324-7773

DO MEN KNOW? Looking good
takes more than soap & water. Skin
Management for Men from Mary Kayproducts that treat men's skin right.
marykay.com/jhassani 407.281.9918

Walking distance to Uff!

rioSE WE10111

2 Rooms ready in beautiful Villa E.
Winter Pk I Cas-s elberry for 9UIET
person(s). Master' $400. 2nd room
$31 o. Both incl util + 100% use of
appliances. Alarm, cable, pool,
sauna, lake, trail. Move In now.
407-375-7520

.NOWI ·
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Female, n/s subleaser needed A.SAP.
in 2B/2B apt located in River Park Apts.
Only $430/month plus 1/2 utilities! I will
pay roommate transfer fees! Absolutely
Great Apartment! Please call Abby for
information. (321)698-8471.
UCF area, all amenities paid, W/D
in unit, partially furnished, F only,
$379/mnth. 407-882-4396
or 954-817-1978.

Sublease fn Village at Alafaya Club.
Avail. 3/1/03 timing flex. 4Bd/4Bth all
util. incl. $465/mnth. Call Kristin @·
407-313·6984. Will pay deposit.
University House sublease asap. One
bed/bath avail. in 414. Female. Free
UCF shuttle. Feb. rent free. $350/mnth.
All util. incl. Call 386-679-2371.

1 roommate needed for 3/2 .home.
$425/mnth. Util incl. + amen. Security
dep. & ref. 'req. Furnished optional.
321-436-2881 or 407-277-2452.
Need to live in a quiet neighborhood?
LRG 4/2/2. New Home in UCF area,
2000 sq ft, lawn serv inclu.; no pets,
$1295/mo + sec deposit,
407-282-2570.

SERVICES

1111 Dia11 lor a

Im

HOMES

ROOMS FOR RENT
3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6BR/4Bth
house in Waterford Lks East, fully
furnished w/ empt}' rooms, hi-speed
internet, walk-in closets, gated
comm., on a lake, rent equal to an
apt., Best bank for Buck at UCFI!
call Tony @ 407-701-8669

Oviedo/Alafaya area . .1Bd/1 Bth avail.
in ·3Bd/38th 2 story home, private Bth,
61" big screen TV, $350/mnth + 1/2 Util.
$200 refundable deposit. Betty @
407-365-5623 or 407-970-5241.

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
lnclu util, n/s, no pets, sec sys,
pool & tenni~. Call 407-482-3202
or 239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700.
ROOMMATE REFERRALS - Florida's
oldest/largest rmt. service. All areas,
all prices, all screened. Call Susie
at 407-581-2267 or email
roommatesfl@aol.com . .
"Let us find your ideal roommate"

1 bed/bath avail. in Waterford Lakes
Home. Less than 1Omin. from UCF.
Fast access DSL, All utilities incl.
Call Lindsay at (954) 701-3806
or (407) 273-5486.

Cqmputer Services by Craig!
Repairs, upgrades, complete
systems built for less. Why spend
chain prices for impersonal service?
Quality work by UCF alumni.
Also: Virus scan/clean, software
install/upgrade/configuration.
Call 407-782-0051 or
computersbycraig@yahoo.~orri

**HORARY ASTROLOGER**
Unlike general astrology, horary
answers very specific real life
questions. When you really
need to know go to
http://horarycharts.4mg.com or
e-mail masheegan~msn.com
*** FRENCH TUTOR ***
Experience. French born teacher.
All levels. Reasonable rates. Adults
and kids. 5 miles from UCF.
Call 407-482-2343 or leave message

m!J

RETAIL

*ONLINE BARGAIN*
PARTY STORE
Visit DJCarl.makesparties.com for
*CHEAP* party supplies, toys, theme
packages, wedding gifts, gift baskets
and more. 407.306.8010
Inkjet cartridges from $2.95.
Lexmark, HP, Cannon, Epson. Save
10% extra with .coupon #FL328.17.
. Log on to www.barronsales.com
to place your order.

FREE Sample

Price shown includes VIP Spring Break Explosion.
VIP access to the only all night parties on-island featuring
the hottest South Beach & New York DJ's. Dancing
til 5AM. Major television coverage. 'Free drink
coupons & Budweiser Spring Break Kit.

I'

401·349-3485

l

Herbali~e '?dependent
L,,..
D1stnbutor.

I J
Ld

Herbal life Independent Distributor.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Ask me how?
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or 407-921-0738.

Would you like to improve your
communication and speaking skill?
Try Toastmasters! First two visits
free! Our local club meets the 1st
and 3rd Wednesdays @ Perkins
(11662 University BLVD) 7:30 to 8:30
AM. Call Diane Neff at 407-823-0038
or dneff@mail.ucf.edu

Co llc~c

h.mdrm1n;; made Simple Safe .rnd Free

Multiple fundraising options available. No
carwashes. No raffles. Just successl Fundraising
dates are filling quickly. Get with the programs
that work!

fJS!!J1pus
888-923-3238 • www ram pusfund rdl5er com
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HONEYMOON SPECIALIST .
Local full-service travel agency with
exp. in honeymoon planning. Great
deals and ideas for every budget.
Call American Travel Consultants
at (407) 679-6655.

MISC.

FREE Entertainment
Industry Seminar

***Orlando Starz•••

*THURSDAY, FEB. 20; 6-8PM
*FORMER INTERNATIONAL
COVER MODEL
*NIKE PRINT MODEL
*FORMER WILHELMINA NYC
*THEATRICAL, TV & PRINT AGENT
*INTERNATIONALLY PUBLISHED
FASHION *PHOTOGRAPHER
with over a dozen supermodel
& cover credits
Limited seating, so call now!
Presented by K. Ross Talent
Packaging Entertainers
From Start to Audition.
215 Celebration Place Ste 500
Celebration, FL 347.47
321.559._1009

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida.
Best Parties, Best Hotels; Best Prices!
Group Discounts, Group organizers
travel free! Space is limited! Hurry up &
Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
-'$279
5 Days, Includes 10 Free M~als.
Free Parties & Drink Specials!
lnclu. Port, Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386
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MARY KAY®

, Bea.u ty and Brains
From gorgeous makeup to breakthrough skin care:. Feelgood fragrances to scientifically advanced formulas.
Mary Kay has all you need to look great and live smart.
JENNIFER HASSANI
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONStJLTANT
www.marykay.com/jhassanl
407 .281. 9918

Mention this ad for a 10% discount off your 1st order

DAYTONA BEACH
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL
Beautiful 8-story beach hotel only
$99 per person ivlar 10-27
Call 1-877-338-6822
.SPRING BREAK .FOR LESS
Bahamas 5D/4N cruise and stay:
$219 special INCLUDES port tax,
accommodations, transfers, and
more. Jamaica from $415, Cancun
from $599 all inclusive.
P S I. 407-645-2968. •
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SPRING BREAK
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Prices include:

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommo~ations
on the island at one of ten resorts (your choice).
IPDlll8chla travel

www.BahamaSun.com
Book Earlv for Best Selection!

visit www.KNITRUS.com
or call 407-246-4662

TRAVEL

BAHAMA

1-800-861-5018

".

~-

Grand Bahama Vacations

TO THE LOVELY LADIES OF THE
UCF GREEK COMMUNITY.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!!
SINCERELY,
THE GENTLEMEN OF
THE DELTA UPSILON

Actors/Musicians

Happy ReNew Year Sweepst?kes
- enter to win $5000 or $1000 on
my website.

i.

www.gbvac.com

Women's pro-tackle football!
. 2003 season begins April 12th
For more info. go to:
www.Orlandostarz.com or call
407-521-9062. Volunteers needed 21

MEGA EUNDRAISERS

1w- ~I

·; insurance is_ highly recorffmended

al name .must be given at time of booking ,,, (::I· #1
·Passport or certified original birth certmcate & photo ID required·

*Rote per pe!SOO, dooble OCOJflllJlCy &standard rofegOl'f. Copodly conlrolled. Effec!ive OS srown above. Other tligii; -~ at voryilg rotes. $20 B<ifximas depart
iux/serulily fee not ind. &must be poid when looving Gmnd Bahama. Frights vill lJJker Airways (Bohonial) lid. JfJru 5/03.. Subject to dig, ow~., temls &cond. New
reseiwtions only. Connot be combined with other offers. Not .ownable for groups. Blockoot doras moy oPPlr. **Concerts nol mduded. $20 odmlSllon

- Affordable Healthcare starting at
$29.99/month. (family or individual)!
· Includes FREE eye exams, $100
eyewear credit, $100 prescription
credit, discounts on dental, medical,
& prescriptions, + much more.
ucfhealth@cfl.rr.com 407-909-9612.

UCF Students Receive 20% Off
Headshots for comp cards. Call Mack
Photography at 407-539-7032
to make an appointment.
www.pmack.com or
mackphoto@earthlink.net.

..--llplllll

Call 800-545-1300 code LCF

&am $1,000 - $2,000
for your Student Gro•
in just 9 hours! .

Your Trusted Source for College Fu114raising.

Room avail. for M/F .in 3/2. apt. Walk in
closet; W/D, More. 15 min. from UCF.
Quiet neigh. $350/mnth + 1/3 util. Incl.
water. Lease until July. Call Eric
at 407-342-5359.

SERVICES

SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199
Includes 7 Nights Hotel,
6 Free Parties!
24 Hours Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica
From $459 www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
Mass Sundays,
8:30 p~m.
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotchie
(40n 657-6114 x221> ~"
http://pegasus.cc.ucbdu/-..um ·

